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CHAPrER I 
! INTRCDUCTION 
,, 
PurpOSe 
The purpose of this thesis is to construct a Workbook for improving 
the ability to listen accurately and critically in the junior high school. 
The exercises will include practice material in the following areas: 
1. Accurate Listening 
a. True-False 
b. Sentence Completion 
c. Dmnediate Recall 
d. Main Ideas 
2. Critical Listening 
a. Fact and Opinion 
b. Relevant and IITelevant Information 
c. Information Slanting For and Against 
d. Safe and Unsafe Generalizations and Assumptions 
The content of the exercises in the Workbook is draw.n from areas of 
general interest to boys and girls of approximately fourteen years of age, I 
as well as from the subject matter taught in the eighth grade. 
1/ 
Webster - defines "to listen" as "to give ear; to hearken." 
II v Dimnet defines criticism as an outgrowth of comprehension. 
,, 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
"Criticizing is only another aspect of the 
effort to comprehend. The word in its etymology 
means 1to judge 1 , and. in fact we think of a crit ic 
as a competent, not a carping, judge." 
In this thesis the writer shall use the term "critical listening" in 
this sense of competent questioning or evaluating. The critical aspect 
1/Webster's Colle · te Dictiona , Fifth Edition, G. & C. Merriam Company, 
Springfield, Massachusetts, 19 1, p. 491. 
2/Ernest Dimnet, The Art of Thinking, Simon and Schuster, New York, 1929, p. 144. 
I 
2 
1: of listening is the application of value judgments which discount the 
manner of presentation and the connotation of words in a search for the 
1 underlying reasons for which the verbal symbols are used. 
Justification y 
Since Paul Rankin wrote his article in 1928, authorities have 
voiced concern about the lack of listening ability, but little has been I 
done to aid teachers in teaching good listening habits. Altick g,/ sets up IJ 
li 
as the highest social function of the schools ltto teach people to read I 
and to listen with actively questioning minds." In discussing the need 
I 11 for better · comprehension of the spoken word by the student, Smith says: I, 
.! . 4/ 
1 
"It is important that they llihe students] - recog-
I 
I 
J, 
' 
nize the emotional power of words and the techniques 
of the propagandist." 
2/ Adams declares that we should be emphasizing not expression but 
communication. This emphasis, he believes, will involve new methods of 
teaching reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Writing and speaking 
should be taught in terms of the audience Which is presupposed. 
'*Similarly, since one speaks for the sake of 
being listened to, he must learn to communicate; 
as a listener he must be trained to do an intelligent 
1/Paul T. Ranld.n, "The Importance of Listening Ability, 11 English Journal 
College Edition (October, 1928), 17:623-630. 
£/Richard D. Altick, Preface to Critical Reading, Henry Holt and Company, 
Inc., New York, 1946, pp. vii, xv. 
,llbora V. Smith (Chairman), Commission on the English Curriculum of the 
National Council of Teachers of English, The English Language Arts, 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1952, p. 404. 
~arentheses mine • 
.5/Harlen Adams, ''Teaching the Art of Listening," The Nation's Schools 
TNovember, 1944), 34:.51. 
II 
I 
3 
I 
,I 
job of follo>dng attentively and interpreting 
critically. This point of view necessitates the 
extension of our lariguage arts curriculum to in-
clude directed listening programs in the classroom." 
This emphasis on teaching listening is comparatively new. Few reports 
of actual situations have been made, but many writers agree it should be 
1/ 
taught. Noel - states: 
"Obviously skill in listening requires practice--
practice, for instance, in listening for details, for 
general impressions, for main points, and for sequence 
of ideas. Skill in critical listening is needed to 
detect ready-made attitudes, half-truths, invalid con-
clusions, over-generalizations, and misinterpretation 
of data." 
2/ 
More specifically, McCullough - pleads for an educational program 
which will equip students to understand the many devices used by people 
to further their own ends. 
"If the citizen is to make sound judgments, he 
must discern the true meaning of the words that he 
hears and reads and of the pictures he sees. Failure 
to discriminate fact from opinion and to detect and 
resist subtle influences exerted on him by pressure 
groups makes him the victim of persons who are seek-
ing their own advancement or the advancement of their 
group rather than the welfare of all. Effective read-
ing is a weapon to use against exploitation and mani-
pulation." 
Effective listening is also a weapon to use against exploitation and 
manipulation. 
3/ 
Allen - states that the school systems of our nation should provide 
1/Elizabeth G. Noel, 11Good Listening: New Proficiency in the Language 
Arts," See and Hear (April, 1947), 2:32, 46. 
y'Constance M. McCullough, Ruth M. Strang, and Arthur E. Traxler, Problems 
in the !mprovement of Reading, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1946, 
p. 35. 
3/Harold B. Allen, "Mass Pressure on Radio and Television," English Journal 
"(october, 1949), 38:453. 
II 
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ol ,, 
a place in their curricula for the preparation of listeners Who will have 
the ability to understand and actively criticize the demands made upon 
their time, their energy, and their resources. 
"To the extent that people unwittingly allow 
their opinions to be formed by the uncritical 
acceptance of verbal ~bols adroitly manipulated 
by pressure groups for their own ends--to just that 
extent is the democratic process weakened and 
thwarted. We who are concerned with the teaching of 
communication, then, cannot ignore our responsibility 
to prepare our students as well as we can to become 
crit ical users of the mass mediums of communication." 
1/ 
Having drawn a parallel between reading and listening, Da~on -
notes that successful methods in teaching reading can be used in teaching 
listening. However she concludes: 
11Teachers have always felt a deep responsibility 
for teaching the child to read well, but have done 
little to train him to be an effective listener •••• 
The act of listening does not teach a child to listen 
effectivelz. He must have carefully planned instruc-
tion." 
2/ 
Noel - feels that the responsibility for the teaching of listening 
lies in the hands of the language arts instructor. Realizing that the 
1 teaching of listening is still in relative infancy, she states: 
''English teachers will have to pioneer in this 
area of the language arts, but they can feel that 
their efforts will be worthwhile in the light of the 
importance of listening as a communicative art and 
of the place that radio has given the spoken word in 
the education that goes on outside of institutions. tt 
]:/Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Language in the Grades, World Book Company, 
II New York, 1951, p. 151. 
, ,g_/Noel, op. cit., p. 46. 
5 
Definitions 
Terms used in this thesis are defined as follows: 
Procedure 
Fact: That 'Which has actual existence. }/ 
Opinion: Belief stronger than impression, less strong 
than positive knowledge. y 
Relevant: Bearing upon, or applying to, the case in 
hand; pertinent. J/ 
Slanting: Applying a peculiar or personal attitude or 
opinion • .!!/ 
Generalization: Giving general applicability to, the 
inducing of a general conception from particulars. z/ 
Assumption: Act of taking for granted. §/ 
Listening and reading are the receptive phases of English; many of 
the methods used in the area of reading can be applied in that of listen-
V I 
ing. Althea Beery has many suggestions for the applications of reading II 
techniques to listening. The thesis will take the form of a 1~orkbook 
which will be designed to provide materials in accurate and critical 
listening by using Beery's techniques. The Workbook will attempt to 
~/Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, op. cit., p. 296. 
I £/Ibid., p ~ 589. I 1/Ibid., p. 714. 
I 1±/Ibid., p 0 795 0 
.2/Ibid., p. 345. 
I 2/Ibid., p. 54. 
11 7/Althea Beery, llListening Activities in the Elementary School,'t 
1
1 
Elementary English (February, 1946), 23 :69-7~. 
6 
improve accurate listening by providing exercises designed to improve 
comprehension. In the area of critical listening the Workbook will attempt , 
I 
to develop an understanding of four of the methods -which make critical 11 
listening difficult. I 
Scope 
This Workbook contains exercises to be used to develop skill in 
accurate and critical listening. The writer has adapted material from 
magazines, junior high school textbooks, and has written original material. 
Limitations 
The following limitations to this Workbook are to be noted: 
1. The exercises are designed to improve only accurate 
and critical listening. Purposeful and appreciative 
listening skills are not included. 
2. The Ylorkbook has not been evaluated. 
3. The exercises in the Workbook are designed for the 
junior high school level only. 
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CHAPrER II - REVIE\1 OF RESEARCH 
h 
\ 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
The language arts are divided into four areas: reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening. Relatively little time or space has been devoted 
1/ 
to the study of listening. Dora Smith - states: "Listening is still 
the neglected language art at all educational levels." 
Listening, in turn, can be divided into four phases: purposeful, 
accurate, critical, and appreciative listening. 
The distinction between hearing and listening as between reading and I; 
II seeing lies in the fact that the illiterate person can see words on a 
page, but he cannot read them. The illiterate listener hears things which l ~ he cannot interpret. Hearing does not imply comprehending. James Brown 
outlines the listening process as follows: 
111. Listening ability seems to depend on something 
besides intelligence, the more natural the 
listening situation the less close the relation-
ship to intelligence. 
2. Listening comprehension seems to be different from 
reading comprehension, although the more natural 
the listening situation the closer the relatio~ 
ship to reading ability. 
3. Listening comprehension seems to be different from 
scholastic achievement; the more natural the 
listening situation the less close the relation-
ship to scholastic achievement. 
4. Listening is a complex skill. 
1/Smith, op. cit., p. 328. 
yJames I. Brown, "Construction of a Diagnostic Test of Listening 
Comprehension,u Journal of Experimental Education (December, 1949), 18:14.5. 
9 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
5. Holding strong op~mons or being uncertain 
tend to interfere with effective listening. 
6. Susceptibility to suggestion tends to inter-
fere with effective listening. 
1. Listening ability does not seem to improve 
significantly without special attention from 
the senior high school to the college level. 
8. There is some evidence that the listening 
process is characterized by lapses of attention, 
the number and duration varying with the 
indi vidual.n 
Importance of Listening 
1/ 
In discussing the importance of listening comprehension, Brown -
says: 
11A democracy is bas~d on the ability of its 
citizens to think and act intelligently. Since 
accurate, complete information is basic to sound 
thinking, reading and listening, the two language 
channels through which information is received, 
hold positions of paramount importance. •• 
2/ 
Harry Goldstein- further emphasizes: 
ttin our society, reading and listening con-
stitute the basic tools of learning as well as the 
prime media of social intercourse • . In the fulfill-
ment of these roles, the importance of reading has 
never been questioned. More recently, particularly 
since the advent of radio, the significance of listen-
ing is receiving increased attention.n 
3/ 
Paul T. Rankin,- in one of the earliest . studies in the area of 
1/Brown, op. cit., p. 139. 
\I 
I 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
jl I 
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'I 
I 
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I, 
I 
£/Harry Goldstein, Reading and Listening Comprehension at Various Controlled 
.Rates, Teachers College Contribution to Education, No. 821, New York, 1940, 1 
p. 1. 
~/Rankin, op. cit., pp. 623-630. II 
II 
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listening, stated that Americana spent 9 per cent of their time each day 
in writing, 30 per cent in speaking, 16 per cent in reading, and 45 per 
cent in listening. There is every reason to believe that the percentage 
II 
(I 
tr 
,! 
I 
of time spent in listening bas increased since he completed this survey in 
1 192~, yet Rankin stated that the art of listening received only 8 per cent 
1/ 
In 1952 Dora Smith -of the teaching time in the average English class. 
stated: 
11The increasing importance of listening today 
stems in large part from the dominant place which 
radio, sound motion-pictures, and now television 
hold in American life. In approximately 95 per cent 
of the homes in this count1;r, people listen to the 
radio on an average of five hours a day. Daytime 
radio serials alone have an audience of twenty million 
weekly. The American people owned twelve million tele-
vision sets in 195l.u tl 
Americans are relying more and more upon the spoken word for informa- 1 
I 
tion about international, national, and local affairs. This information 
may be delivered by a skillful propagandist who may present news in any 
fashion in which he wishes it to be received. Showing concern for the 
2/ 
growing importance of critical listening, Altick- sets up as the highest 
social function of the schools: 
n •••• to teach people to read and to listen with 
actively questioning minds, to provide our democratic 
society with citizens who will use their dispassionate 
intelligence in weighing and acting upon the appeals 
which are directed upon them from every source of 
social and political pressure because in our day the 
use and misuse and abuse of words determine how people 
make up their minds, and hence in a very real sense, 
are constantly shaping destiny." 
1/Smith, op. cit., p. 329. 
ijAltick, op. cit., pp. vii, xv. 
II 
11 
I 
I 
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1/ 
Allen - explains the necessity for more critical listening in his 
discussion of the importance of the "mass mediums," radio and television. 
''We call them mass mediums because they are 
in the middle between communicator and receiver. 
But they are the go-betweens in another sense, too--
in the sense that they serve as agencies by which 
persons who manipulate the verbal symbols of events 
seek to influence the thinking and behavior of the 
receivers." 
Realizing that radio and television can be used to influence public 
opinion, he continues: 
"There are, then, powerful organizations which 
hire expert propagandists, symbol-manipulators, to 
shape public opinion •••• To know something of what 
these pressure groups are and how they operate is 
imperative for the critical receiver of mass communi-
cations." 
~I 
Ralph Nichols discusses the problem of listening and describes 
many of the faults which prevent good listening. He believes that every 
age group should be taught how to listen well and that adults can profit 
by .such instruction. 
"As to the effectiveness of the training, no 
group we have ever trained has averaged less than 
. 25 per cent gain in listening proficiency. And 
young students aren't the only people who can im-
prove their listening. Although college freshmen 
make statistically significant gains, I have found 
that adult groups do even better." 
:Jl 
Stratton describes the objectives of teaching listening in 
Houston, Texas: 
17Allen, op. cit., p. 449. 
Sffl.alph G. Nichols, "You Don't Know How To Listen," Colliers (July 25, 
1953), p. 19. 
1 3/0lie Stratton, "Techniques for Literate Listening," English Journal 
TJanuary, 1947), 37:542. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
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111. Skill in understanding commands and orders 
given orally and in acting upon them without 
delay. 
2 . Ability to learn efficiently from oral inst ruc-
tion. 
3. Ability to memorize orders, instructions, and 
directions and to repeat them accurately. 
4. Ability to listen vvith critical judgment to 
arguments, speeches, radio programs, and phono-
graph recordings.n 
Analysis of Listening 
1/ 
Adams - analyzed listening to learn the purpose for which people 
II 
I 
I 
.I 
I' jl 
listened; he listed: facts, ideas, entertainment, and appreciation as the li 
four main categories. He discusses the ideas people get through listening l1 
1: after these ideas have been filtered through the emotions of the listeners .I; 
jl Then he asks: 
"Now, can the thing, listening, be taught? A 
good listening lesson is divided into three parts. 
Preliminary preparation on the part of both teacher 
and student is desirable before the act of listen-
ing •••• 
The second stage in this teaching procedure 
is the act of listening itself. Assuming, now, that 
he is listening for facts or ideas, the student may 
or may not take notes, but he should search for the 
pattern of information being presented. He should 
define the central thought, detect the sUbordinate 
ideas, differentiate among the facts, analyses, and 
generalizations, and recognize the feeling or emo-
tional content of the material. As he listens, he 
i nterprets critically •••• 
The third step, or follow-up, in teaching 
listening should be for the purpose of proving what 
1)Harlen M. Adams, "Learning To Be Discriminating Listeners, n 
English Journal (January, 1947), 36:14-15. 
13 
,, 
has been listened to. This may take the form of 
a quiz on information or of a discussion evaluating 
the ideas or of an activity revealing the selection 
or discrimination which may result from the learning." 
Listening and Reading 
Many teachers now realize that listening closely parallels reading. 
Fessenden 1/ re~tes listening and reading in a psychological sense: 
~tin many ways listening parallels reading. When 
we read, the stimulus is received through the eyes; when 
we listen, it is received through the ears. The basic 
mental process of dealing with the stimuli is the same 
in both instances. This translation of spoken sounds 
into meaningful impressions we shall assume to be a 
learned process, even as the process of translating 
printed symbols into ideas is learned." y 
I' 
I 
II 
Hatfield, in discussing the parallels between listening and reading, · 
j· notes that forced reading without direction tends to become careless, 
j half-hearted reading. 
I' "There is every reason to believe that listening 
~ 
I 
lr 
without either purpose or expectation of entertainment 
is likewise half-hearted •••• and that if it occurs very 
frequently it is fairly sure to develop a habit of half-
attentive listening. 
The good reader makes allowances for the perso~ 
ality and possible bias of the writer. The listener 
needs to make similar allowances but more. He is 
affected not only by the words and the ideas they con-
vey but also by the voice, by the bodily expression, 
and by the prestige of the speaker. If the listener 
is in a large audience, he must also guard against mob 
emotion." 
1/Seth Fessenden, Speech and the Teacher, Longma.ns, Green and Co., Inc., 
New York, 1946, P• 25. 
2/'N. Wilbur Hatfield, "Parallels in Teaching Students To Listen and To 
Read," English Journal (December, 1946), 35:554. 
I 
I 
t 
1/ 
Beery - propounds many reasons for assuming a relationship between 
!I reading and listening on the basis of the success in the transfer of the 
, remedial techniques of one area to the other. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
"Vfuat principles that proved beneficial in read-
ing may we tentatively apply to listening? Some of 
these are: 
2/ 
1. Pupils read better 'When they have a 
purpose. Surely pupils will listen 
better when they expect to use what 
they hear. 
2. Reading r-esults in greater learning 
when it is combined with other modes 
of learning; listening, too, needs to 
be reinforced by other forms of experi-
ence. 
3. Reading readiness is essential to suc-
cessful attainment in reading; listening 
readiness should be similarly explored. 
4. Comprehension improves when pupils are 
encouraged to check themselves on the 
ideas gained from reading; listening 
probably needs similar checks." 
Dawson - also sees a relationship between reading and listening. 
1 She draws her parallel in the mental processes Which the reader and the 
II listener undergo. 
"Intrinsically, reading and listening are much 
alike. They represent the intake aspects of the 
language arts program •••• Knowledge gained through 
either listening or reading is secondhand; yet each 
is active, not passive. Both the listener and the 
reader must think; one must react to the printed and 
the other to the spoken word." 
1/Beery, op. cit., p. 69. 
~awson, op. cit., p. 151. 
Although many similarities exist between reading and listening, there 
are significant differences between the two. y 
In discussing the parallel between reading and listening, Hatfield 
warns: 
"They are not, however, so nearly identical 
that they do not need to be consciously developed 
or transferred. The facts that hearing is a dif-
ferent and less vivid sense, that the listener can-
not turn back or pause to reflect and that both the 
speaker's personality and crowd psychology may be 
playing upon the listener make guided experiences in 
all the important types of listening necessary." y 
Dawson, while describing the relationship between reading and 
listening, indicates: 
"Listening makes greater demands on the criti-
cal thinking of the listener than does reading on 
the peruser of the printed page. Demagogues, in 
particular, depend on emotional appeal of gestures, 
facial expressions, inflections and intensity of 
voice as means of influencing their listeners and 
reducing their critical examination of the address. n 
In describing the physical processes which are involved in reading, 
3/ 
Dawson- notes that, although reading and listening are the receptive 
areas of the language arts, the processes by Which the S)~ols are re-
ceived are somewhat different. The reader may proceed at his own rate or 
stop to review what he has read. 
"Listening is different. The listener has 
l/Eitfield, op. cit., p. 554. 
£/bawson, op. cit., p. 152. 
]/Ibid., p. 154. 
I 
II 16 
II 
no control over the rate at which he must listen; 
the speaker determines that. The words are spoken 
but once; the listener hears them then, or not at 
all. If his mind lags or goes wool-gathering, the 
loss is likely to be permanent unless the speaker 
is careful to draw his ideas together in a subse-
quent summary or the entire speech appears later on 
a recording or in print •••• 
It would seem, then, that listening is actually 
a more difficult process than reading, to the extent 
that critical and sequential thinking is demanded of 
the listener •11 
1/ 
Smith- considers critical listening and critical reading in the 
light of their demands on critical thinking. In considering the differ-
ence between reading and listening, she states: 
"~ch has been done to study the problems of 
critical reading. The problems are probably the 
same in improving critical listening. Listening, 
however, has additional problems because the 
speaker and the listener are face to face. This 
makes for a certain dynamic or timely quality 
often missing in the writing-reading situation. 
The spealcer 1s voice and gestures together with the 
reactions of the group may assist or hinder the 
listener." 
~thods of Teaching Listenin~ 
Many of the most recent textbooks · in the language arts include chap-
ters on listening. flliile the authors do not seem to agree on the types 
of listening which should be taught, there are indications that they rec-
II 
II 
I 
I 
ognize the importance of teaching listening. II 
2/ 
Bryant - includes in her textbook speeches Which a pupil reads to 
1/Smith, op. cit., PP• 338-339. 
2/Ma.rgaret M. Bryant, M. L. Howe, Philip R. Jenkins, and Helen T. Munn, 
English At Work, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1953, pp. 318-333. 
17 
the class. The questions which follow each speech are designed to test 
comprehension of specific details. The text also contains exercises for 
detecting transitional elements. Before each speech is read, the students 
are given definitions of unfamiliar words which appear in the speech. 
After all the speeches have been read, a mastery test is given on all the 
new vocabulary words. 
1/ 
Herzberg - has included a chapter on listening in his textbook. The 
exercises are based on listening to judge the effectiveness of announce-
1 ments. The emphasis seems to be placed on correcting speech rather than 
training students to listen well . 
?_I 
Tressler has also devoted a chapter in his book to the teaching 
of listening. He has several suggestions about the manner of listening, 
but he has not included exercises to give the necessary practice. 
The textbooks vihich the -writer has reviewed have all included ques-
tionnaires which are to be used when listening to the radio or television. 
These questionnaires are designed to improve appreciative listening. If 
radio programs are recorded on tape and presented in class, the question-
naires can be given during school time. 
Evaluation of Listening Ability 
2./ 
The Brown-Carlsen test is the only published test of listening 
comprehension and is designed to measure the ability of tenth graders to 
1/~~ Herzberg, Florence C. Guild, J. N. Hook, and Robert Lowell Stevens, 
Better English, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1953, pp. 153-157. 
2/J. c. Tressler and Henry I. Christ, English in Action, D. C. Heath and 
Company, Boston, 1955, pp. 41-46. 
3/James I. Brovvn and G. Robert Carlsen, Brown-Carlsen Listening Co~rehen­
sion Test, orld Book Company, New York, 19S3. 
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college freshmen. There is no test available to measure listening ability 
of junior high students. As the importance of listening becomes more 
appreciated, formal tests on the junior high school level will probably 
be published. Until that time the teacher should construct an informal 
1 test which may be given before and after a unit on listening in order to 11 
ll. evaluate the grov~h in listening ability of the pupils. 1 
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CHAPTER III - WORKBOOK 
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INTRODUCTION TO WORKBOOK 
Dear Fello~Teacher: 
This Workbook is designed to provide materials for the improvement 
of accurate and critical listening. For the most part the exercises in 
the Workbook have been taken from actual situations so that the students 
may see a practical application for what they learn. 
As we meet our students day after day in our classrooms, we should 
realize that our main responsibility is to train them to take a useful 
place in their community. Our duty as teachers does not end with teaching 
them the 3 R 's. lVe are also responsible for preparing them for situations 
which require creative thought. 
Even while our students are still in school, they are beset on all 
sides by factions eager for their support or money. Propagandists and 
advertisers seek their approval by the use of every artif ice at their 
disposal. 
Situati ons involving listening activities are present throughout the 
daily lives of our students but few consistent attempts have been made to 
improve ability to listen accurately and criti cally. 
The exercises in this vVorkbook will provide materials in four areas 
of accurate listening and four areas of critical listening. 
1.. Accurate Listening 
a. True-False 
b. Sentence Compl.etion 
c. Immediate Recall 
d. Main Ideas 
II 
• Critical Listening 
a. Fact and Opinion 
b. Relevant and Irrelevant Information 
c. Information Slanting For and Against 
d. Safe and Unsafe Generalizations and Assumptions 
Each rea contains exercises of increasing difficulty. As the stu-
dents prog ess through the material, they will find that the~ must listen 
more 
Su 
• 
4. 
y as the distinctions become finer. 
Use the material according to the pupil's needs. 
The writer does not assume that these exercises 
alone are sufficient to improve the ability to 
listen accurately and critically. He suggests 
that each teacher provide supplementary material 
from current topics so that interest may be 
aroused and the student may see an immediate use 
for the skills which he gains through the exer-
cises. 
Discuss thoroughly the definitions of the words 
used in the exercises in the critical listening 
section. It is necessary not only that the 
student understand the m~ of the words but 
also that he be able to apply these 'terms through-
out the exercises. The definitions given in 
Chapter I have been taken verbatim from Webster's 
Collegiate Dictionary. The same terms have been 
defined more simply at the beginning of each group 
of exercises. The ~Titer suggests that the teacher 
discuss the definitions to insure complete under-
standing of the terms by the pupil. 
The most important purpose of these exercises is 
to develop a desire on the part of the student to 
listen carefully and critically. Before beginning 
each group of exercises, stress the rules of good 
listening listed in the "Letter of Introduction 
to Pupils" so that the student will keep these 
rules in mind. 
The pupil must not see any of the exercises. 
These exercises are designed to be read to the 
pupil. If he sees the statements on paper, any 
value that the exercises have may be lost. 
II 
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The wr·ter ~~shes to acknowledge the f ollowing as sources for the 
exercises i the Accurate Listening section of this Workbook: 
The G. P. Putnam's Sons, 
Bo 's Book of Snakes by Perry A. Morris, The Ronald Press, New York, 1948 . 
1'The Time 1J e Live By" by John E. Gibson, Reader's Digest (.March, 1953). 
rr cormnon Se se on Sunnner Sun'' by James Monahan, Reader's Digest (June, 1953). 
"Venice: eauty in Distressn by Donald and Louise Peattie, Reader's Digest 
(Nove er, 1953). 
"They Ride the Jet Streamn by Frank J. Taylor , Reader 1 s Digest 
(Nove er, 1953). 
11So You Th. nk You Can Read?" by SehJYn James, Coronet (April, 1953). 
1tTwenty-Tw Billion Oranges" by T. E. Murphy, Reader's Digest 
(Octo er, 1953). 
tiThe Mirac e of Birdstt by Alan Devoe, Reader 1 s Digest (October, 1953). 
''Your Hand Are Incrediblen by John Pfeiffer, Coronet (September, 1953 ). 
ttBoston 1 s nternational Marathon11 by Ted Shane, Reader's Digest 
(Apri , 1953). 
"Is 'rhere ife on Mars?" by Morton Clurman, Reader 1 s Digest (April, 1953 ) • 
Your Count by Margaret G. Mackey, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1953. 
Learnin t Live with Others by Alice and Lester D. Crow, D. C. Heath and 
Compa y, Boston, 19 • 
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Dear Pupil: 
Have ou ever stopped to think of the amollllt of time you spend in 
listening very day'? In 1928 Paul T. Rankin estimated that people spent 
45 per ce , almost half, of their waking time in listening. le can be 
sure that he amollllt of time has increased vd th the coming of television. 
were to ask you if you knew how to listen, you might become 
very indi nt, but .9£ you know how to listen? The process of listening 
is not as easy as you might think. 
If o eyes become tired of looking, vre merely close them for a 
period of 
often res 
By doing 
Resting our eardrums is not such a simple matter. We 
ears by paying little attention to the noises around us. 
develop a habit of half-listening. We hear sollllds but they 
of'ten do ot register any meaning to us. True, this relieves us in many 
ways beca e we could not possibly pay attention to every sound which we 
hear. On the other hand, this habit of half-listening will often cause 
us to mis many details which we are expected to hear. 
Some of you, I am sure, have had to ask, "What's that ?1t, 1'1Vhat did 
you say?" "Would you repeat that, please?" Quite often the fault of 
·cation is not with the speaker but with the listener. 
"All right, 11 you might say, "I agree that my listening habits could 
How can I become a better listener?" The best way to begin 
improving your listening ability is to acquire the habit of listening 
keenly. emem.ber that a person talks in order to convey an idea. As a 
listener, find out quickly what idea he is trying to communicate 
to you. accurately requires pr~ctice, patience, and concentra-
23 
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tion. Gradually accurate listening will become a habit and it will be a 
worthwhile habit, too. You will soon notice results in increased alert-
ness, popularity, and information. 
The first half of our listening unit contains exercises which are 
designed to give you practice in listening to answer definite questions. 
There vdll be one right answer. 
The second half of the unit is designed to find out how •~11 you 
think about what you hear. In these exercises you not only must find out 
~ the speaker is saying but also why he is saying it. In this group 
of exercises there may be more than one right answer. The answer itself 
is not as important as the reason for your answer. You will receive more 
detailed instructions as we progress. 1 
There are some rules of good listening which you should apply as you 
are listening to the practice material. 
1. Sit comfortably in your chair but don 1t slouch. 
A cramped position makes good listening difficult. 
2. Keep your eyes on the speaker. His gestures and 
' facial expressions often help you to llllderstand 
vmat he is trying to say. 
3. Listen for the ideas which he is trying to give 
you. Relate it to other knowledge you already 
have about the same subject. 
Are you ready for the exercises? I hope you are. Good luck, or 
rather, good listening! 
II 
II 
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SECTION ONE - ACCURATE LISTENING 
Part A: True-False Exercises 
Teacher: Remind the students of the rules of good listening which they 
are to apply. Be sure that the temperature of the room is 
conducive to good listening. A warm room causes drowsiness; 
a cold room causes discomfort. When the students are ready, 
pass out the first answer sheet and say: 
"I am going to read a short selection. Listen carefully 
to details as you will be given a five-item true-false test to 
determine your accuracy in listening. All ready? Listen." 
Exercise One 
In South America there are monkeys which make a great deal of noise. 
They are called "howlers," and their cries can be heard for a distance of 
two ,or three miles. It might not be so bad if they did their howling in 
the daytime, but almost always they give forth their mournful cries at 
night. People living within range of them are apt to lose sleep unless 
they grow accustomed to the noise. 
The faces of howlers are bare except for the beards which most of 
them have. As pets, they are not popular. This is due not only to their 
howling, but also to their mean tempers. 
Monkeys of Africa and Asia cannot use their tails to cling to any-
thing, but the story is different in Latin America. Most monkeys of Bra-
zil, Bolivia, Colombia, and Central America have tails well fitted for 
clinging. We might call the tails "fifth hands," because all four of the 
monkey's feet are very much like hands. 
The spider monkey not only clings to branches with his tail, but may 
also use it to cling to another tail, belonging to one of his friends. 
25 
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When spider monkeys are kept as pets, they are in general peaceful enough, 
but they have the habit of stealing. For that reason, their owners must 
be careful to keep valuable things out of their reach. Another South 
American monkey, the ringtail, is the kind most often taken about by organ 
grinders. 
"Now look at your answer sheet. 
go under Exercise One on the sheet. 
mark ttF" if the statement is false. 
The answers to this first test will 
Mark ''T" if the statement is true; 
H~re is the first statement. 
1. The cries of the "howler" monkeys can be heard for two 
or three miles. (T) 
2. Although the howlers make a great deal of noise, they 
are very gentle. (F) 
3. Unlike the Asian monkeys, the monkeys of Africa use their 
tails to cling to trees. (F) 
4. Spider monkeys are peaceful, but they often steal objects 
around them. (T) 
5. The "howlers" make most of their noise during the night. (T) II 
Teacher: Give the answers to Exercise One and proceed through the balance II 
of the True-False exercises in the same manner. 
EKercise Two 
The Diana monkey of western Africa has a long tail. Its black face 
is adorned by a White beard. Both males and females have this beard. 
Although the tail of the Diana monkey is longer than the body, it is not 
a great deal of use. Possibly it serves as a balance when the animal is I II 
leaping, but it has no power to hold a limb. Diana monkeys live in groups, 
or we might say tribes. Their lives are spent almost entirely in trees. 
They eat insects, birds 1 eggs, and young birds. 
Among the monkeys of India are some which often are called MholY 
apes, 11 but they are monkeys, not apes. They are experts at jumping and 
ll 
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may leap as much as thirty feet, from the top of one tall tree to a lower 
limb of another. Despite the force of their leaps, they are able to clutch' 
the limbs they aim for. Hindu natives of India regard these monkeys as 
sacred. No believer in the old religious lore will kill one of them. For 
this reason the "holy apes" become tame. They help themselves to growing 
vegetables and are a nuisance in general. Now and then a band of them 
will visit a town and take exercises on the roofs of the buildings. When I! 
they grow hungry, they visit the shops. The shopkeepers do not dare to 
harm them, so "a good time is enjoyed by all." These monkeys are vege-
tarians. They do not eat insects, birds, or any kind of meat, but they 
consume large amounts of grain and fruit. 
True-False Statements 
1. The Diana monkey has a long tail which it uses only 
to balance itself. (T) 
2 • Diana monkeys live together in groups • (T) 
3. "Holy apes" are larger than monkeys. (F) 
4. rtHoly apes" have become tame because the natives do 
not harm them. (T) 
5. 'When hungry, the "holy apes" will eat smaller animals. (F) 
Exercise Three 
Gorillas, the largest of all known apes, are neighbors of chimpan-
zees. For the most part they live in tree-clad hills of the Congo region 
of central Africa. A full-grown male gorilla may stand more than six feet 
tall. His common method of moving is on 11all-fours," but he can walk on 
his hind legs, using one of his fore-limbs as a prop from time to time. 
,, 
,, 
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The skins of gorillas are deep black, and their noses are flat. The males 11 
have very thick necks. 
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Female gorillas are not so large, or fierce-looking as the males. 
They are the home-makers of the family. With sticks, leaves, and moss 
they prepare sleeping places amid the branches of trees, or on the ground. 
The old male gorilla stays near his family, always on guard against prowl-
, ing leopards or other enemies which might attack the young. 
Gorillas eat bananas, berries, honey, nuts, and birds' eggs. It 
seems impossible to capture and tame full-gro¥rrl members of the family, 
but young ones have been caught and taken to zoos. 
True-False Statements 
1. Although larger than the male, the female gorilla 
is not as fierce-looking. (F) 
2. Gorillas are the largest of all knovvn apes. (T) 
3. The older gorillas are tamed more easily than the 
younger apes. (F) 
4. Gorillas usually live in the central part of Africa. (T) 
5. Gorillas usually ·walk on "all-fours •11 (T) 
Exercise Four 
Of all insects, ants have had the most success in making homes for 
themselves and in guarding their race against enemies. They have found II 
how to live on deserts and even up near the Arctic Circle. They can stand 
heat waves and cold waves and can live through floods. As a rule, ants 
are good, hard-working citizens, taking care of their own business. They 
work together bringing in food for the supply of their colony. They give 
tender care to their young, and the adults in a colony seem to have a 
spirit of kindness and friendship for one another . This may be taken as 
the general fact, but some kinds of ants are robbers, kidnapers, and slave-
makers. 
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Let us take, for example, the red amazon ants. They have the name 
of a river in Brazil, but they are natives of Europe, North America, and 
Japan. The name seems to have been given them because they seem like the 
"race of warrior women" called Amazons in old Greek stories. The amazon 
ants make raids on nests of other ants • Certain black ants often are their II 
victims. Here is an account of one of the raids: At four o'clock in the 
afternoon, an a.rmy of red amazons left its home colony. It contained 
several hundred soldiers. Each was armed with sharp-edged, pinching jaws, 
which closed with a sidewise motion and which could be compared to a pair 
of ice tongs • The body of each ant was about half an inch long. It was 
a summer afternoon and the a~ crawled across a corner of a cornfield. 
t• About twenty minutes later, the red amazons reached a colony of black ants • II 
Down into the nest rushed the amazons. In a few minutes, they began to 
come out of the nest, each carrying a cocoon. The object of the raid had 
been to steal the cocoons of the blacks. Homeward marched the red amazons, 
and when they reached their nests, they left the cocoons there. 
That is only one of hundreds of raids which have been watched with 
care. Photographs have been made of fighting between colonies, and of red 
ants marching away dth cocoons. 
they make raids. Their jaws are 
nary 
The ice-tong jaws of amazons explain why 1 
not fitted for obtaining food in the ord.i- jl 
/ way of ants. The cocoons they capture hatch into black slave ants. 
slave ants gather food and feed their masters. 
True-False Statements 
1. Ants are able to live on deserts, but cannot live in very 
cold regions. (F) 
The ,I 
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2. The red amazon ants are found in Brazil. (F) 
3. The jaws of the red amazon ants are not fitted for 
obtaining food in the usual way. (T) 
4. The red amazons are fed by their slaves. (T) 
5. These red ants often attack colonies of black ants 
in search of food. (F) 
Exercise Five 
The best known of all warrior ants are the driver ants of Africa, 
which travel about in vast armies. They slay all manner of insects in 
their path, using the bodies for food. They also drive away furry animals. 
Even elephants fear them. 
II 
In a column which may be two or three yards wide, or only a few inches 
II 
wide, thousands and thousands of brovm and black driver ants march along. 
Animals in their path either get out of the v~y or suffer because they 
don't. Crickets, caterpillars, spiders, cockroaches, and all manner of 
other insects fall victim to their bites. 
Sometimes the column moves into a native hut, crawling over the floor, ' 
I 
walls, and ceiling. The people leave as quickly as they can. Sometimes 
they are angry about the raid but later they are glad that certain pests 
have been driven away. \\'hen the driver ants leave, no living insect is 
left in the hut. Rats and mice, as well as insects, are killed or forced 
Driver ants differ in size from more than half an inch to less than 
to run away. 
II 
a quarter of an inch. They dig tunnels and make pathways in a region they II 
visit, and st.ay in that region until "garnett is so scarce that it is not 
enough to feed them. Then they march to another district and do the same 
thing. 
I 
I 
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Driver ants are blind, or almost blind. They seem to be able to 
tell the difference between daylight and darkness, but cannot see objects 
around them. To make up for that, they have a keen sense of smell. It 
appears that they give messages to one another by tapping with their 
feelers. 
True-False Statements 
1. The driver ants of Africa travel in large numbers. (T) 
2. The driver ants march in single file. (F) 
3. These ants will attack human beings. (T) 
4. Although the ants have a poor sense of smell, their 
sight is good. (F) 
5. The ants remain in a region until the food supply runs 
out. (T) 
Exercise Six 
Oceans and seas contain ma.cy strange animals, but is any more strange 
than the octopus? The name "octopus" means "eight-footed,tt and it refers 
to the eight legs, or "arms," which stretch out from its body. There are 
more than fifty kinds of octopus, and some do not grow larger than a bas-
ketball. In one species, found off the coast of Nova Scotia, the adult 
is hardly the size of a 1Valnut. 
On the other hand, certain kinds of octopuses grow to great size. 
Some in the Atlantic Ocean have arms eight feet long, and a giant octopus 
in the region around Japan sometimes has arms more than fifteen feet long. 
We may think of a middle-sized octopus as one Yd. th arms five or six feet 
long. It is a dangerous enemy for fish or man. Lurking on the ocean 
bottom, it grasps with its arms, Which are fitted with suction disks. 
vVhen an arm is tightly fixed on a victim, there is little chance of get-
ting free. Powerful muscles drag the food to the greedy mouth in the 
31 
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center of the eight arms. 
From time to time we read of a diver l'lho escapes from an octopus by 
using a knife or other weapon. These stories are told by men who have 
fought their way free from the strong, cruel arms • It would be a mistake, 
however, to. suppose that an octopus always tries to grasp a diver who comes 
near. Even a large one may prove timid, swimming away from behind a cloud 
of ink, as does the squid. The ink is shot through a kind of funnel. 
On the sea bottom the octopus walks or crawls with the help of its 
arms. Oysters, crabs, lobsters, and small fish are its chief food. Often 
l 
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octopuses damage oyster beds, and they break fishermen's nets while trying I 
/1 to get at fish in the nets. II 
II A batch of octopus eggs may number as many as 5o,ooo. The eggs hatch I 
I 
not quite two months after being laid. The newly-hatched animals are 
hardly larger than pinheads. As they swim about, they are gobbled up by 
fish of all sizes. If fish did not eat up most of the young, it would not 
take many years for the octopus tribe to fill the seas and oceans • 
True-False Statements 
1. A middle-sized octopus has arms of five to six feet 
in length. (T) 
2. The octopus will attack a man whenever possible. (F) 
3. The octopus is able to walk on its arms.. (T) 
4. When the eggs hatch, the octopuses are the size of 
walnuts. (F) 
5. The octopus usually feeds on small land animals • (F) 
II Ex:ercise Seven 
,! Fish which sail through the air have been seen by many sailors and 
ocean travelers. They are knovtn as flying fish, and they rise from the 
water on both windy and calm days. Just as it is leaving the surface, 
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the fish gives a strong push with its tail, and away it speeds through 
the air, not touching water at all for a hundred feet or more. Then it 
may graze the surface, jerk its tail again, and shoot forward for another 
leap through the air. Usually it does not rise more than three or four 
feet above the surface, though sometimes during times of heavy waves the 
height over the surface may be ten or fifteen feet. 
The flying fish has large and unusual fins. We are tempted to call 
the fins at either side "vr.i.ngs," but vre must be careful about doing so. 
They have been seen flapping during flights; but probably the flapping 
gives little, if any, help to the fish in its flight. The best opinion 
II 
seems to be that the fins serve as gliding planes, and that the flapping 
is due to breezes. 
Flying fish swim about in schools with thousands of members. They 
often rise in masses and speed over the water. They have learned to glide 
I 
or fly to save themselves from enemies. All fish have enemies; but flying II 
fish, which are rather small, are forced to guard against extra-strong I 
dangers. I They are pursued by dolphins, porpoises, sharks, and other swift II 
swinnners. 
I 
Far back in time, the ancestors of flying fish found that they 
could jump from the water and glide a little distance. As time passed, 
the glides increased in length. Thus it is that we now have flying fish 
which make long trips above the ocean surface. Some of their long flights 
last for more than five hundred feet. During that distance, the fish dip 
their tails now and then, but do not fall back into the water. 
True-False Statements 
1. Flying fish leave the water in search of insects. 
2. The flying fish have fairly well developed wings. 
(F) 
(F) 
II 
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3. 
4. 
s. 
Flying fish sometimes rise to a height of about five 
hundred feet. (F) 
Flapping gives little help to the fish during 
flight. (T) 
Flying fish will rise only on windy days. (F) 
Exercise Eight 
If we were making a list of "public enemiesn of the sea, most of us 
would give the shark first place. There would be justice in that, for 
sharks cause much harm to human beings; but we must remember that sharks 
are of many kinds. Some kinds never have been knovm to attack any member 
I 
II 
II 
I 
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of our race. :Many sharks have small teeth and feed on tiny animals. They 11 
are not at all dangerous to us. 
The huge "basking shark" reaches a length of from forty to fifty 
feet. The name was given because the fish comes to the surface to bask 
in the sunlight. The size might make us fear it, but it has small teeth 
and is harmless to people. The thresher shark, sometimes fifteen feet 
long, has strong, sharp teeth, but it is not in the custom of attacking 
human beings. It eats small fish. Swimming into a swarm of them, it 
threshes and lashes about with its long tail, and causes much excitement 
while it gobbles up as many as it can. 
Because many sharks are known to be harmless, it does not mean that 
all are that way. Hundreds of persons have been killed by sharks in I 
I 
tropical waters, and now and then an ocean swimmer in the temperate zones I 
Among the many shark tragedies is one which took place II has been a victim. 
I 
on September 12, 1919. Thirteen men were upset in a boat off the coast 
of Costa Rica. Six of them, being poor swimmers, were drovmed at once, 
People on the beach saw sharks attack 1 
!I 
but the rest struck out for shore. 
I 
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the swimmers, lifting them part way out of the water. Only one man reached! 
shore alive. In another tragedy, a man and a boy were killed off the coast 
of New Jersey by what was reported to be a "nine-foot shark." Later a 
l'l'hite shark was caught four miles of:f shore, and when it was cut open its 
stomach was found to contain pieces of human clothing. The fish measured 
eight and a half feet in length, and weighed 380 pounds. 
An eight-foot shark is a small one. Some of the man-eating white II 
sharks are thirty feet long. Tiger sharks, also extremely dangerous, are 
just as long; and may have a weight as great as three-fourths of a ton. 
True-False Statements 
1. Some sharks are friendly and will not attack 
humans. (F) 
2. The "basking shark" although forty to fifty feet 
long will not attack humans. (T) 
3. In one day thirteen men were killed by sharks off 
the coast of Costa Rica. (F) 
4. Some sharks may weigh three or four tons. (F) 
5. An eight-foot shark is considered small. (T) 
Exercise Nine 
What makes time pass slowly on some occasions, s~~ftly on others? 
Mental time--the time you feel by--is not measured by mechanical clocks 
but by a sensitive clock in the time-measurement centers of your brain. 
This clock is powered by your metabolism, regulated by the chemistry of 
your emotions. hhen it runs fast, it can make minutes seem like hours; 
when it runs slow it can telescope minutes into seconds. 
I 
I 
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Some individuals 1 mental clocks run consistently slow. They're always ! 
being surprised to find that it's later than they think. They are habit-
ually late for appointments; for them mechanical time races so fast that 
I 
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they never quite catch up with it. There are others whose internal clocks 
run fast; for them time seems to creep so slowly that 15 minutes may seem 
like an hour. Make an appointment with one of them, and the odds are that 
he'll be there ahead of time. 
Our mental clocks are affected, for example, by changes in body 
temperature. Dr. Hudson Hoagland, noted biologist, discovered that when 
we become overheated time seems to pass slowly; with a high fever, it has 
a snail-like pace. When body temperature drops to subnormal levels, time 
whizzes by. 
Successful effort makes time fly. Tests at the University of Washing- 1, 
lj 
ton showed that time passed almost one third faster for stenographers, 
bookkeepers and accountants when they were busily at work than when they I' 
•rere sitting at desks doing nothing. 
All states of mind have a bearing on your estimate of time. Studies 
conducted at Arizona State College have shown that attitudes of confidence 
and optimism make tL~e move at an accelerated pace, while feelings of 
doubt and anxiety slow it down. The more ttdown in the dumps" you feel, 
the more slowly time drags by. 
How fast time passes for you is also determined to a large extent 
by your age. When you are young--during childhood and adolescence--mechan- 1 
ical time crawls. It marches with steadily increasing swiftness with each 
passing year until, as old age approaches, it really rushes past. Exhaus-
tive studies by the French scientist Pierre Lecomte du Nouy indicate that 
in the course of one hour a child lives physically and mentally as much 
as a man of sixty lives in five hours. Therefore it is not surprising ' that 
I 
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it is difficult to hold the attention of a child for more than a few min-
utes; to him ten minutes take as long to pass as fifty minutes for the 
older man. 
The evidence makes it clear that the time we really live by is not 
1 mechanical time but time as it is measured by the clock inside our brains. 
True-False Statements 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
If we are doing something well, time seems to stand 
still. (F) 
Changes in body temperature affect our mental clocks. 
·when we are unusually warm, time seems to pass quickly. 
Even your age will determine how fast time passes for 
you. (T) 
Some people are constantly late for appointments because 
to them time seems to pass more quickly. (F) 
Exercise Ten 
(T) 
(F) 
Every summer some 15 million Americans, trying to acquire a whole 
season's suntan in a single week-end, turn lobster-red, blister, swell 
and peel. Some will be burned seriously enough to require medical atten-
tion or even hospitalization. 
By learning--and heeding--the facts about the sun's rays you can make 
this a safer, less painful season-in-the-sun. 
First, remember that the brilliant light rays, and the heat rays that 
give you that warm and lazy feeling, are not the ones that do the damage. 
Sunburn and suntan are caused by an invisible portion of the sun 1 s rays--
the long and short waves of ultraviolet radiation. 
Reflection of ultraviolet rays from water or vmite sand can double 
the intensity of the burning rays. You may be exposed vmen you are least 
aware--on a cloudy, overcast day, for example, or when you are lolling 
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under a beach umbrella or on a sheltered boat deck. The "windburn" ac-
quired while riding in a car is usually the sunburn of reflected rays. 
The shorter wave lengths of ultraviolet are absorbed in the top layer 
of the epidermis, or outer skin, and produce burning but very little tan. 
Skin cells are injured and release a histamine-like substance. This causes 
the tiny blood vessels to swell, producing first a pinkness, then progres-
sive redness with longer exposure. Serum leaks from the swollen vessels, 
and may collect in blisters. 
Tanning is done by the longer waves of ultraviolet with less damage 
to the surface cells. These waves penetrate deeper and reach the pigment 
cells which lie at the bottom layer of the epidermis. The radiation causes ·: 
the pigment to migrate to the skin surface and darken. This is the miracle 
we call suntan. 
i'fuile well-tanned skin seems less likely to burn and blister than 
untanned skin, scientists are inclined to discount the pigment as a natural 
I 
sunburn preventive. The toughened surface resulting from weathering gives ,J 
more protection. 11 
Most brunets seem to be able to take more sun safely than blonds or I 
I 
redheads. Some fair-skinned people never tan at all--they redden and blis- I 
ter from even slight exposure. This is not because of their lighter pig-
mentation, however, but because of their more delicate skin texture. 
Most snntan oils, creams and lotions are based on the fact that it is 
possible to screen out the shorter (burning) wave lengths of ultraviolet 
11 while permitting the longer (tanning) wave lengths to pass. This may sonnd , 
I 
I like the answer to the sunbather's prayer, but it still calls for common 
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sense. 
The value of some sunburn preventives is doubtful. During the war, 
for instance, the Air Force developed a practically foolproof protection 
for men marooned on life rafts or stranded in the desert. It is a dark-
red petrolemn jelly that effectively stops all harmful rays. But it is 
messy, unsightly and difficult to remove. And it provides more protection 
· than the tan-seeker usually desires • 
Vegetable (but not mineral) oils screen out some of t he burning rays. 
Certain ray-filtering chemicals are usually added to commercial oils for 
greater protection. The same chemicals are incorporated in creams, balms 
and alcohol solutions. 
It is important to guard against overexposure even when using these 
preparations. They wash off easily (from perspiration as well as bathing) 
and should be reapplied frequently. 
The safest rule is to limit your exposure to ten minutes at the begin-
ning of the season, and increase your sun time gradually. Remember that 
I 
l 
~ -
II 
I 
you're safer before 10 a.m. and after 3 p.m. Avoid exposure to the mid-day I 
'I ' sun. I 
Wear reliable snnglasses. A wise precaution is to cover the eyes with 
cotton pads \Vhen you are lying in the sun. 
Ill Mild sunburn should be treated with soothing calamine lotion, olive 
oil or cocoa bu·t.ter. 1l])on 't add insult to injury by applying strong anti-
septics to the burned areas," says one authority. nsom.e commercial pre-
parations contain skin irritants like camphor or menthol. 1' Bad burns 
(shock, fever or extensive blistering) should be treated by a doctor. 
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Women pay another price for their attractive suntan. Frequent ex-
posure to the sun dries, tightens and ages the skin. Hair becomes brittle, ' 
I 
discolored, unmanageable, difficult to wave. Keep the hair covered "While 
sunbathing. Lubricate the skin to prevent drying, and use a cream or 
lotion before retiring. 
The therapeutic value of sunshine, highly rated in the past, has been 
scaled down almost to the vanishing point. Ultraviolet radiation does 
activate a chemical in the skin to produce Vitamin D, which promotes bone 
formation and prevents rickets. But we now have more reliable sources of 
Vitamin D in butter, milk, eggs, cod-liver oil and vitamin pills. 
So we take the sun today purely for pleasure and vanity--to feel bet-
ter, more relaxed, and to acquire a handsome tan. As with all pleasures, 
moderation should be the rule. 
Doctors take a dim view of fanatic sun-worshipers 1vho strive for the 
deep-mahogany coloring. They are mindful of the evidence that frequent 
overexposure to ultraviolet radiation, causes much skin and lip cancer. 
Most skin cancer occurs on the face and hands--the most exposed parts. It 
is commoner in the southern than in the northern latitudes. The rate is 
eight times greater among sailors and fishermen than in other groups. 
•rwe don't have to scare people out of the sun entirely, or rule in 
favor of the palefaces, 11 says one dermatologist. "But they ought to know 
by now that the summer sun is not an unmixed blessing. Let's take it 
easy.•• 
True-False Statements 
1. The heat rays "Which give you a warm, lazy feeling can 
also give you a severe sunburn. (F) 
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2. Mineral oil applied generously will screen out some 
of the burning rays of the sun. (F) 
3. The safe way to avoid severe burning is to limit the 
amount of time you lie in the sun. (T) 
4. You can get a sunburn on a cloudy, overcast day. ('r) 
5. Exposure to sunshine helps to produce Vi tarnin D i n 
the body. (T) 
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SECTION ONE - ACCUPATE LISTENING 
Part B: Sentence Completion 
ltNow we are going on to a different type of exercise. The subject 
matter is similar to that Which you have heard; the difference lies in the I 
type of test which will be given to you. After each exercise, five par- II 
tially completed sentences will be read to you. On your answer sheet are j 
spaces provided f'or you to complete the sentences. 
'~on 1 t forget the rules for good listening which you have learned. 1 
Sit up straight, look at the speaker, and try to determine what the speaker 1 
is saying. Here 1 s the first exercise. •• 
1 Ex:ercise One 
Ants do many strange things. They keep their own herds of "milk 
cows • " They march in armies that will at tack even a man or an elephant. 
They build bridges, and they store honey in strange living barrels dovm '' 
under the ground. All over the earth there are millions of ants--red ants, 
brown ants, yellow ants, and black ants. In fact, there are in the world 
eight thousand different kinds of ants. Some ants are so small that you 
can hardly see them. others are big fellows an inch or more long. The 
fiercest and largest ants live in the tropics. 
Ants live in cities of their own. There may be as many as a million 
ants in one city. Each ant has its own work to do. Some ants act as 
soldiers to protect the city. others gather food. Still others take care 
of the baby ants. Some ant cities are built under the ground. If you 
could look into one of these ant nests, you would see long tunnels, lead-
ing to dozens of little caves. other ants build their nests above the 
ground. These nests are called anthills or ant mounds. In Africa, there 
are ant mounds as big as a house. Some of them are twenty feet high and 
forty or fifty feet around. 
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You can see ants arry warm day if you go out in your back yard. You 
may even find them stealing food in your own kitchen. If you look at some 
weeds or low-gro·wing shrubs, you may find ants watching their herds of cows. 
The 11 cowstt are really small bugs called aphio.s. Ants pick the aphids up 
and carry them around. When the weather is cold, they carry the little 
cows into their own warm ant nests under the ground. If you look closely 
at a tree, you may see a thin, paper-like shed on the trunk. Ants some-
1 times build these sheds to protect the aphids from cold weather. Ants pick 
up their cows and carry them to a place Where there is good food to eat. 
They even steal aphid eggs and raise baby aphids in the ant nest. When 
milking time comes around, an ant will walk up to an aphid and start strok-
ing its back. The aphid likes to be rubbed. Soon a sweetish liquid ap-
pears. In fact, this milk is the chief food of the ants. No wonder he 
takes such good care of his aphid cows • 
In tropical countries like Africa and South America live the fiercest 
of all ants, the army ants. They march in a long line just like soldiers. 
The line may be only as wide as t wo ants or it may be several feet vd.de. 
Army ants are blind and cannot see where they are going. They stop at 
nothing. They just keep right on marching, destroying everything that gets 
in their way. They go down into deep holes, and they climb tall trees • If 
a man gets in their path, the best thing for him to do is to run away. If 
he tries to fight, the ants sting and bite. They will march right through 
a house and chase the owner away. Even an elephant, it is said, will run 
away from an army of these fierce fighting ants. If they come to a stream, 
army ants will form a living bridge over it. One ant hol ds onto another 
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until they make a bridge across the water. Then the other ants start 
marching across on the "bridge." There may be thousands of ants in an 
army, and the bridge stays in place until all of the ants are across the 
stream. 
I Teacher: 
l Read the first part of each sentence to the students. They 
I 
I 
. , 
I 
are to complete each sentence in the spaces provided on the 
answer sheet. If the students experience difficulty in keeping 
the first part of the sentence in mind, repeat it. If necessary, 
repeat the first part of each sentence in Exercise One. 
1. Another name for aphids is milk cows • 
2. Ant nests above ground are called anthills or ant mounds. 
3. The fiercest of all ants are called army ants or driver ants. 
4. ·when army ants come to a stream, they cross it by forming 
a bridge over it with their bodies. 
5. The fiercest and largest ants live in the tropics. 
Teacher: After the pupils have had an opportunity to complete the sen-
tences, go through them once more, calling upon different stu-
dents to read their answers. Explain to the students that they 
will be expected to complete the sentences in the next four 
exercises after one reading. Now go through the rest of the 
Sentence-Completion exercises. 
Exercise Two 
The class of backboned animals known as reptiles includes, besides 
I the snakes, the turtles, crocodiles and alligators, and the lizards, many I
II 
extinct groups as well, of which the ponderous dinosaurs are perhaps the 
best known. Like the fishes they have a body that is more or less covered 
with scales, and they have cold blood. This latter simply means that 
their blood is usually not much higher in temperature than the surrounding 
air, which explains 'Why they are generally more active on warm, sunny days 
and why those forms that live in the northern regions have to go under-
ground and hibernate during the cold weather. 
At first thought one is likely to feel a little sorry for the snake. 
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a slim lead pencil. Some of the tree and vine snakes are tremendously 
elongated, slender, almost cord-like serpents, while many of the poisonous 
vipers are short, stout, and squat. Some of our common varieties exhibit 
startling scarlet and yellow bands; many tropical snakes show truly beauti- l 
I 
ful patterns of rich colors, while other serpents are modestly dressed in 
somber grays and blacks. 
Snakes may be characterized as animals with an elongatErl body which 
is without limbs but furnished with a tail. In the majority of forms the 
underside is flattened, but in some, especially the burrowing forms, the 
body is quite round. The skin is covered with scales and plates. The 
scales may be smooth or they may be provided with a midrib. The snake 
has no movable eyelids and no external ear openings. 
The snake, then, is totally deaf' but has fairly good vision. To make 
up for its deficiency in hearing the snake is remarkably sensitive to 
odors and probably to certain vibrations. The forked tongue that is in-
cessantly flicked in and out is not an organ to "sting" with, as so many 
people used to believe, but is, rather, an organ to aid the reptile's 
ability to smell. The delicate tips of the tongue are lightly touched to 
objects in the snake's path, or even 1vaved in the air, and they carry back 
I, minute particles to where they are lodged in two small cavities in the 
roof of the mouth. These cavities contain delicate sense organs quite 
unlike anything possessed by human beings. 
1. In order to swim sea snakes have developed flat, rudder-
like tails. 
2. When we say snakes are "cold-blooded,'' we mean that their 
blood is usually not much higher in temperature than the 
surrounding air. · 
I 
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Jl 
Snakes are totally deaf but have fairly good vision 
and a keen sense of smell. 
The forked tongue is not used to sting, but is an 
organ to aid the reptile to smell. 
Snakes outnumber all of the other reptiles with the 
possible exception of the lizards. 
Exercise Three 
Among all the proud cities of the world, from tall 1hnhattan to grim 
Moscow, from hilly San Francisco to walled Peiping, one is the most ~ 
earthly upon earth. Built in the water, Venice looks as if a magician 
had turned sea foam into palaces, churches and towers and miraculously 
set them adrift upon the glittering Adriatic. Once Venice was queen of 
the trade between Europe and the Orient; she was mistress of the seas long 
before Britain; she was a republic 1400 years earlier than the United 
States. And now in her old age she is lovelier than ever. 
A spell seems to lie upon Venice, for no wheels, not even of a bi-
cycle or roller skate, turn in her streets. Narrow and crooked, each 
street when it meets a canal breaks into steps going up and over a little 
arched bridge. So you go either by foot or by water; when you walk, the 
people drifting by in barge or gondola seem to pass in a separate world, 
and, if i t is you afloat, then those going up and over the bridges appear 
to move in another dimension. This increases the sensation of being in a 
dream. 
It is along the great S shape of the Grand Canal, which is not man-
made but the bed of an old river sweeping to the sea, that the enchantment 
is strongest. Here in a dazzle of light and color the ancient palaces 
rise from the sparkling tide. Fantastic, with t wisting columns and inter-
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lacing arches, they lean one upon another, flower-hung, vmter-lapped, sea-
weed wavering at the thresholds. From the railway station to the harbor, 
the Canal is palaces all the way, and at the harbor mouth opens the Piazza 
San Marco. This great square is the heart of Venice itself for here lies 
the body of her patron saint, Mark himself, author of the second Gospel. 
Typically Venetian is the cathedral built above him, its bubbling domes, 
glittering mosaics and prancing horses above the doors making it as gay as 
I 
a circus tent. Beside it stands the Doges 1 Palace, frosted like a wedding 11 
cake, and opposite rises the bell tovrer, an exclamation point 320 feet I 
I 
high. 
From early morning to late at night St. 11B.rk 1 s Square is alive vd. th 
movement; amid a swirl of greedy pigeons the band plays, the bells ring, 
the children frolic, townspeople and tourists stroll like the chorus of a 
never-ending opera. "The most magnificent drawing room in Europe," 
Napoleon called it. 
~fuo raised it out of the sea, this city of dream? The earliest trave1 1 
I 
tale of Venice dated from 523, when the nvenetiiu are described as a re-
, marka.bly civilized lot of fishermen, shipbuilders and traders, dwelling 
for safety's sake half in, half out of the water, as thick as sea birds on 
their rocks. They tied their boats to poles in front of their houses, as 
landsmen do their horses. 
This Venice was poor in lands, so she turned to the sea. And the sea 
carried her to greatness. Across the Mediterranean in the ports of the 
., Middle East lay goods that had come by camel caravan and Arab felucca from 
China and India--rugs from Bokhara, jade from Turkestan, embroidered shawls I 
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from Persia, cloves and mace from the Isles of Spice, diamonds from the 
mines of Golconda. For exchange, the merchants of Venice stowed their 
swift galleys with Venetian glass and .turpentine, Neapolitan coral, Dal-
I!ll3.tian timber, with vel vets and silks and wools. Banker, jeweler, ship-
master and commission merchant for two continents, Venice became the rich- I 
est city in Europe, in whose busy throngs mingled German, Turk, Jew, Greek, I 
Slav and Armenian. 1 
The Venetians themselves had one treasure more priceless than any in 
the bales on their docks: from the beginning they lived under a republic, 
while most of the rest of Europe groaned along in the rut of feudalism. 
Being landless, the Venetians escaped feudalism; instead they had a con-
I: stitution and duly elected chiefs of state, the first of whom took office 
1 in 697. 
1
1 Out o£ political liberty came freedom o£ thought, Venice opened her 
,: doors to refugees from the barbarian invasions, admitting all except crimi- 1 
I nals. She freely admitted Lutherans and Calvinists to the University of 
Padua in her territory, curtailed the powers of the Inquisition till it 
She abolished slavery. Disdaining an idle nobility' 11
1 she required of her merchant princes years of unpaid service to the repub-
1 
was almost impotent. 
lie, to which they added a lavish patronage of science and of art. I · 
At a time when it was forbidden elsewhere to make dissection of human 11 
corpses, Versalius at Padua carried out his great researches in anatomy. 
Publishers flocked to Venice almost as soon as printing was invented. 
1
J 
Without fear of censorship, the city produced more books before 1500 than J 
all the other cities of Italy together. She gave to the world the printed 1 
I 
;I 
il 
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works of Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Horace, Dante, and Petrarch. She gave 
I 
the world its first newspaper, and its first prepaid public postal service. , 
Still in the lacemaking factories old women and girls who will grow 
old at this art bend heads together over their flying bobbins, out of 
which comes the famous Venetian rose point fit for a royal bride. At 
blazing furnaces you can watch men and boys creating the loveliest glass 
in the world, colored and gilded and airy as a bubble. For 800 years these 1 
artisans have been handing down their craft, father to son. The glass once I 
was of such importance to Venice that she forbade her master glassmakers to 
emigrate, upon pain of death; even today the export of their glittering 
wares comes to a $1,500,000 business annually. 
At the end of the 15th century, at the height of her prosperity and 
power, the clock ran down for Venice. To the west, America was discovered, 
and to the east a sea route to India was opened around the Cape of Good 
Hope. By the capture of Constantinople, the Turkish scimitar had cut the 
glittering thread of Venetian trade with the Orient. Venice found herself 
at the dead end of a third-class sea. Her coffers slowly r an empty. 'I 
So in time Veni ce began t o open her gates to paying guests--visitors I 
bent not on commerce but on pleasure. And to this day she offers some of 
the most luxurious rooms and the most sumptuous parties, and sets one of 
the best tables in the world. 
Any national or religious holiday is excuse enough for a celebration. 
Venice's international film festival, her autumn music season, her bien-
nial exhibit of modern art draw people from all over Europe and America. 
And she still puts on her ancient Carni·val in September, when every palace 
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balcony is hung with sunset-colored rugs and shawls, when the Grand Canal 
becomes one vast regatta, when the night is shattered with fireworks, and 
in every glimmering dark waterway the gondolas gather to the sound of song 11 
and laughter. I! 
But behind her gay and spangled mask, beneath her fancy dress, Venice 
is old, she is poor, she is ailing and tottering. And she is painfully 
overcrowded. Some 10,000 citizens are living three or four to a room, and 1 
there are rooms that hold as many as 13 persons. 
Now the sea which raised Venice up is itself pulling her down. Her 
' fate was built right into her, centuries ago when her foundations were 
laid. That great forest of oak and pine, with mortar between the timbers, 
is gradually disappearing under the sea. For ages the beams deep down in 
the tidal mud stood practically turned to stone. At the water line, how-
ever, the bacteria of decay could find air to work in; there salty waves 
nibble at the wood and the mortar, and slow corrosion has set in. 
]/!any of the older palaces have begun to settle and tilt. Some 
churches have become so dangerous they have been closed. The floor of 
I 
.I 
lj 
St. }~rk's cathedral is buckling, so that you feel as though you were walk-
1 ing on waves. The great campanile in St • .Mark's Square fell 50 years ago, 
and what you see today is a reconstruction, almost the only tower in the 
city that is not leaning. 
The :Mayor of Venice explained some of the technical problems of res-
11 
1 toration: how a portion of the · canal has to be dammed off, then pumped 
dry, the building dried out from below, rotted or crumbling foundations 
replaced, and then, before the water is readmitted, an apron of cement II 
spread above and below the water line. But the damage has gone far, the 
cost of labor and materials has shot up. 
Venice, lovely and imperiled, older than Christendom, magnet to those 
all over the world who answer to beauty and romance--you may know her; you 
may never have seen her; you may yet come to her. In any case, she is 
I' 
yours, too, as a never-to-be-forgotten part of the great heritage of 
Western civilization. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Venice was a republic 1400 years earlier than ~ 
United States. 
The people of Venice turned to trading on the sea 
because they had no land. 
The patron saint of Venice is Saint Mark. 
Venice began to lose prosperity when America was 
discovered and the Turks captured Constantinople. 
Venice_ had the first newspaper and prepaid public 
postal service. 
Ex:ercise Four 
One November day in 1952 Capt. Logan D. Scott, with h? passengers and 
a crew of five aboard his Pan American Airways stratoclipper, took off 
from Tokyo. Eleven hours and 30 minutes later they glided into Honolulu-- 'I 
seven hours ahead of schedule. It vas the longest, fastest airline flight 
ever made. 
Captain Scott achieved this feat by riding a recently discovered high-
altitude river of air that whips around the earth in co11...stant east-bound I 
I 
1\ 
gales. Riding this fantastic wind, called "jet stream," Captain Scott not , 
only saved time but also $1600 worth of fuel. Previously, Pan American 
1 
flights had refueled at Wake Island, about midway on a L~317-mile route to 
'' Honolulu. On his historic flight Scott flew 3908 miles nonstop. 
During the vdnter of 1952-1953, 34 other regularly scheduled Pan 
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American flights repeated Captain Scott's feat. Capt. Mark Orr flew from 
Tokyo to Honolulu in nine hours, 48 miriutes, cutting the old schedule 
almost in half. Picking up a day as they crossed the international date 
line in mid-Pacific, delighted passengers joked about arriving in Hawaii 
"before we left Japan." 
Pan American's meteorologist Sid Serebreny, a stocky, talkative man 
·who has been analyzing this nzystery river of air since 1945, has charts 
II 
'I 
I 
its center the "rivern attains amazing velocities--sometimes more than 400 I 
which shov1 that it is six miles deep and as much as 300 miles wide. At 
miles an hour. In its outer fringes it offers pilots helpful tail winds I 
of 60 to 100 miles per hour. I 
· Surprisingly, directly beneath the eastbound stream, the 30-mile winds ! 
ndownstairs•• (under 10,000 feet) are generally blowing west. Thus, by 
picking their altitudes, Pan American pilots--the only nonmilitary pilots 
to use the jet stream regularly--are able to fly with tail winds in both 
1
1 
directions on the same day. 
In March the Big Wind rises too high for planes to ride it. "It 
always seems to be back by mid-October, n Serebreny says. He and meteorolo-
gists at other weather stations in the Pacific area have tracked the Big 
Wind's movements through soundings made by radar-equipped balloons, which 
report back the humidity, temperature, wind direction and velocity at 
every 1000 feet up to 50,000. 
In 1944, B-29 crews bombing Japan reported that, reaching Japan at 
the 30,000-foot elevation, they often stood still though their engines 
were pounding at full throttle. Sometimes fuel reserves ran so low while 
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they battled these head winds that crews had to drop bomb loads and head 
for home. 
The Japanese knew about these furious air currents, and used them 
to float hundreds of fire-bomb balloons across the ocean to igru_te forest 
fires on our West Coast. Some of these balloons landed as far east as 
Montana. 
Meantime, high-flying American Air Force pilots had encountered the 
Big "tf rind over 'Ohio and other points in the United States. British Royal 
Air Force pilots reported it over Europe. But it wasn't until 1947 that 
a University of Chicago weather team pieced together the fragmentary weather 
reports from around the world and learned that it was global wind raging 
endlessly around the earth, roughly 2000 miles north of the equator. From 
Australia and New Zealand came reports indicating the existence of a corres-
ponding jet stream south of the equator. 
The Northern Hemisphere stream, potentially the more useful because 
it parallels historic trade routes, splits at various points. One of these 
splits occurs ·when the stream hits the vast Himalayan ranges. The northern 
fork pours torrentially across China, vn1ere it is given a push by tremen-
dous pressures of cold Arctic air from Siberia. At 38,000 feet above Japan 
the ·winds whip eastward at 450 miles an hour. 
By the time the jet stream reaches the California-Oregon coast it has 
slowed down some>Vhat, but pressures over the Cascade-Sierra Nevada escarp-
ment divert it upward vdth new velocity. Then it swirls over the Rockies, 
across the United States, the Atlantic and Europe, and back to the Hima-
layas for a new nkicker .tt 
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Meteorologists are not yet entirely agreed on what powers the Big 
Wind, or how to account for its meanderings. They need more data, parti- !I 
cularly from China, Tibet and Siberia. Weathermen glean all they can from 
Soviet weather broadcasts. But the Russians regard the Big Wind as their 1 
secret weapon, which it could well be if their bombers were to ride its 1· 
I 
gales to this country. 
Serebreny thinks of it as a vast current of swirling atmosphere sand-
wiched between the continuously rising warm-air masses at the equator and 
the cold fronts steadily pushing in from the polar regions. The pressure I I 
I 
caused by the two merging fronts, Serebreny believes, is at least partially 
responsible for the stream's great velocity. Another factor is the earth's 
rotation. ~~en the Northern Hemisphere jet stream goes upstairs in s~ 
mer, the one south of the equator comes downstairs. The reverse is true 
in winter. 
Yfhen meteorologists first suggested putting this invisible force to 
work for air travel, pilots were doubtful. Suppose the pilots didn't find I 
II 
the tail winds where the weathermen said they would be, and ran out of gas 'I 
over the ocean? Only rarely is the Big Wind visible to the eye in the forml 
of bannerlike ''mares 1 tailsu of high billowy clouds. Serebreny and other 
meteorologists devised an ingenious plastic model of the jet stream to 
demonstrate its seasonal pattern to pilots and navigators. The crews 
agreed to make exploratory flights if Serebreny would fly with them--and 
· did so in the winter of 1951-52. 
At this point an Air Force navigator-pilot, Will Brovm, made an impor- 1 
tant contribution. Brown had flown hospital evacuation planes and saved 
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hundreds of hours by riding the Big Wind across the Pacific. He has helped'' 
Pan American meteorologists and other technicians to figure out how to get 
into the stream with the least vibration and how to pick up the most tail 
wind with the least expense of fuel in getting upstairs. 
At present Pan American stratocruisers flying the jet stream are 
utilizing only part of its push. This is because CAA regulations permit 
the stratocruisers to fly no higher than 25,000 feet. If they could fly 
above 30,000, the sky clippers could pick up an additional 100 mil~s an 
hour of ttfree-ridett tail wind. They might even operate upstairs in sum-
mer, thus using the Big Wind the year round. AJ.so, they could ride a 
higher-altitude southern branch of the Big Wind, a subtropical jet stream 
from Hong Kong to Manila to Honolulu to California. If they were to fly 
,, 
I' 
I 
higher upstairs, the stratoclippers would lose efficiency unless equipped ' 
with more powerful superchargers to compress the thin atmosphere for the 
engines. These improved superchargers are being built and, when they have 
been tested, it is expected that CAA altitude limitations lv.ill be lifted. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
'· 
Japanese fire-bomb balloons landed as far east as 
Montana. 
At the center of the jet stream there are speeds of 
more than 400 miles per hour. 
At present Pan American stratocruisers are using only 
part of the jet stream because they are allowed to 
fly no higher than 25,000 feet. The jet streams are 
stronger at 30,000 feet. 
The Northern Hemisphere jet stream is more important 
than the Southern Hemisphere jet stream because it 
parallels historic trade routes. --
The stratocruisers cannot fly higher than 25,000 feet 
because the present superchargers cannot co~ress 
the thin atmosphere for the engines. 
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Exercise Five 
Not so long ago, a worried young salesman walked into a suite o:f 
offices on New York's Fifth Avenue. "Is this where they'll teach me how 
to read?" he asked the receptionist. "I've got to learn right away--my 
promotion depends on itln 
The young man •vas dead serious. And he had come to the right place-- 1 
New York's Reading Laboratory, which teaches anyone from backward children 
to sharp-minded executives how to read faster and better. Basic research 
at the 400-odd ~uch clinics all over the United States reveals this start-
ling fact: three out of five Americans are woefully inefficient readers, 
who jog across the printed page at a horse-and-buggy rate--a mere 250 words 
I 
a minute, or hardly faster than they talk. 
Most of us are using only about ~D per cent of our capacity to read 
s>~:ftly and intellieently. We are rather like hunt-and-peck typists vmo 
use only two fingers instead of two hands. One consultant calls us a 
nation o:f "reading cripples." 
Today, however, the latest scientific instruction can help almost 
everybody--housewives, businessmen, college students and youngsters--to 
double or even triple their reading speeds, as well as to absorb more of 
what they read. Why should you bother, .you ask? Because reading, one of 
the most vital skills you ever learn, directly influences the size of your 
income, the pleasures you enjoy, and often the degree o:f your social sue-
cess. II 
The plodding, half-interested reader is frequently the victim of old-
fashioned teaching methods. For instance, many Americans were schooled in 
I 
II 
the obsolete ttoral technique, tt which stressed pronunciation and reading a 
single word at a time. Visual defects, most of them correctable once they 
Take the anxious salesman in New York. 'I Tested by the Reading Labora-
are detected, account for a great number of other slow readers. 
tory, he scored a whopping 145 on an I.Q. ex~-yet he could read no better ! 
than an average 10-year-old schoolboy. Yibat was his trouble? Tests showed 1 
that his eyes often failed to act as a team, due to a conflict between the 
right and left sides of his brain. Sometimes he saw letters in reverse, 
and had a tendency to read backvmrds. 
Though this hindrance slowed his reading, he had progressed as a 
salesman because the job called for more talking than reading. Now he was 
up for a junior executive position, which would require him to wade through ! 
I 
sales reports every day. Could his eyes be trained to do their work pro-
perly? 
After lh hour-and-a-half lessons at the laboratory, he was sprinting 
along at over 600 words a minute--better than three times as fast as be-
fore. Moreover, he had learned to skim at an ever quicker rate, getting 
the idea of what he was reading by picking out key words and phrases. His 
promotion went through promptly. 
Nothing wrong with your eyes? Probably not. But no matter how well 
you read, you can teach your eyes to move faster and see more. Consider 
1
! what happens ~hen you read a line of print. Your eyes, each controlled by 
Ill 
' 
, I 
six delicate muscles, make a series of stops or tlfixation pauses" as they 
move across the page. 'What is important is the number of words your eyes 
I 
cover in a single pause, for it is during these hesitations that the actual 
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words are transmitted to your brain and interpreted. 
If you utilize your total eye span, you will see more words at once 
and get their meaning more rapidly. The slowest reader (150 words or less 
a minute) stops at almost every word, quickly tires because he overworks 
his eyes, and remembers little of what he has read. The average reader 
(250 words a minute) makes three or four brief pauses a line. And the 
exceptionally fast reader (700 words a minute and up) will grasp an entire 
line of type or even short paragraphs at one glance. He is unlikely to 
complain of eyestrain or fatigue because his eyes, sweeping rhythmically 
down the page, will make fewer stops and starts. 
More effective reading thus means taking bigger visual bites of the 
II 
I 
li 
I 
I 
I 
J 
printed page--training yourself to see and digest phrases and complete sen-11 
tences, rather than single words. I ' This is called reading by ''thought-
I In the long run it 1 s 1· 
I 
units, tt which are ideas conveyed by groups of vrords. 
the easiest way to read, just as assembling a jigsaw puzzle composed of 
I 
ten big pieces is easier than assembling one of thirty small pieces. 11 
At reading clinics, scientific devices quickly reveal your reading 
faults and help you to correct them. One diagnostic instrument records on I 
a strip of movie film, the width of your eye span~ the number of pauses 
.your eyes make per line, how long they rest at each stop, as well as how 
many times you allow your eyes to swing back to clarify the meaning of the 
I 
wo~. ~ 
I 
Well-equipped reading laboratories have produced such amazing results I• 
that today, dozens of big corporations are enrolling key personnel in 
classes. Surveys at Harvard, Chicago and Ohio University clinics show 
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that the top-level executive spends from 15 to 20 hours a week poring over 
industry reports, correspondence and trade journals. But at such firms as 
Motorola, Inc., Chicago Title & Trust Company and U. S. Steel Export Com-
pany, desks are cleared of essential reading matter in less than half the 
time. 
Recently, · the New York Mutual Life Insurance Company put 50 employees ., 
I 
through reading school, and later announced that time saved on paper work I 
I 
had boosted the output of these people by an astonishing 25 per cent. 
Several company presidents are themselves graduates of reading clinics. 
One Chicago businessman, habitually loaded down wit,h necessary read-
ing, went back to school when his wife and children complained he was neg-
lecting them. 11I used to come home with a bulging briefcase every evening,n 
he says. "Today my family can 1t .remember what a briefcase looks like.tt 
A Cleveland market researcher was able to sign up three additional 
clients after taking a faster-reading course, and a free-lance reader for 
a publishing house doubled her output--and her income--within a matter of 
weeks. 
I 
' 
I 
A young engineer is perhaps the best example of how reading skill can I 
•I 
be developed through study and training. ~~en this man registered at the 1 
laboratory and was tested, it was found he could already read at 500 words 
per minute--twice the average speed. 
He explained that he had been training himself at home for three II 
years. Each week he read several magazines from cover to cover as quickly ·I 
as he could, timed himself, computed the word count for each magazine and 
maintained a chart showing his progress. By this method he had reached 
I 
I 
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his present speed. Now he needed expert assistance to attain the added 
speed he felt was required for advancement in his work. 
I 
I 
The Laboratory put him through an intensive course, at the end of 
which he reached the phenomenal speed of 1,000 to 1,800 words a minute of 
highly factual material. Rigorous comprehension tests showed this to be 11 
a practical speed for him. 
Professor Paul Witty of Northwestern University tells of a high school • 
student named Bill, a dawdler at reading, who was ready to abandon plans 
for a college education. Bill's ability to learn was good enough, but his 
reading handicap prevented him from keeping up with his studies. Tests 
revealed that his understanding of what he read was also adequate, but he 
just couldn't cover more than 150 words a minute. 
A training program spread over two semesters raised his rate to 375 
words a minute. Too, he suddenly found school assignments easier and study 
periods a good deal less fatiguing. His improvement at reading was soon 
reflected in higher grades and a renewed self-assurance about his future. 
Of course, not everyone is able to attend a reading laboratory, but 
it is possible to increase reading efficiency by applying the same prin- II 
ciples on your own. It is largely a matter of eye-training exercises and 
I 
ending bad reading habits. !I 
You can act as your own reading accelerator by constantly forcing II 
yourself to read a little faster than you are used to. You will be sur-
prised at how quickly your eyes will adjust. Remember, though, that com-
prehension is as important as speed. Don't let yourself look back, but 
when you have finished the material, you can reread to find out whether 
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you have missed anything essential. Better still, get a member of your 
family to ask questions based on what you have read. 
Your speed will vary according to the type of reading matter you 
select. To skim through a newspaper, practice moving your eyes almost 
vertically down the narrow columns, catching the key phrases that contain 
the meat of the story. Naturally, technical reading will slow you down. 
For example, you can't expect to zip through a scientific textbook as you 
would a mystery novel. But by increasing your reading rate of easy ma-
terial to, say, 500 words a minute, your technical rate vdll speed up pro-
' portionately to 300 or 400 words a minute. 
With regular practice sessions totaling 20 hours, four to six weeks 
is sufficient to boost your current reading speed 100 words per minute. 
And don't forget, faster reading means easier, more enjoyable reading. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Your eyes are controlled by six delicate muscles. 
Before the training program Bill, the high school 
student, was able to read only 150 words per minute. 
Your reading speed will vary according to the type 
of reading matter you select. 
The young salesman had the reading ability of a 
ten-year-old boy. -
The average reader reads at the rate of 250 words 
per minute. 
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SECTION ONE - ACCURATE LISTENING 
Part C: Immediate Recall 
"I hope that the practice in listening which these exercises have 
given you has increased your ability to listen accurately. In this next 
group of exercises you will be expected to answer definite questions about 
the material which will be read to you. After each exercise I ~dll ask 
you ten questions. Vlrite your answers in the spaces provided on your 
answer sheet. 
"Apply the rules for good listening. Sit up in your chair. Being 
physically alert will aid you in keeping mentally alert. Look at me and 
listen carefully to what I am saying. Are you ready? Listen." 
Exercise One 
Vfe Americans use more oranges than all other major fruits combined--
it will be 120 million boxes this year, 22 billion oranges, approximately 
a pound a week per person. Yet we know little about this immensely popular I 
I 
fruit. 
Oranges take about six months to ripen. The normal periods of ripen-
ing are late fall and early winter, but there are now many different 
strains so that the sale of fresh oranges is a year-round proposition. 
At the fruit counter the housewife carefully excludes all oranges 
with green spots--she thinks the green ones are not ripe. The green on an 
orange is merely chlorophyll, testimony to the fact that the growing season ! 
has been unusually hot. If the fruit is still green on the outside -when it I 
arrives at the packing house, it is usually sent to "coloring rooms." II 
There it is held from 24 to 72 hours at a temperature of about 85 degrees I 
Fahrenheit, while a low concentration of ethylene gas which bleaches out 
the green is added to the atmosphere. After "de greening, 1• each orange is 
stamped "color added" which doesn't mean a thing to your taste or nutrition. 
I 
l 
I 
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We see oranges advertised as 11tree-ripened.tt This is misleading. 
Eve!':{ orange is "tree-ripened" if it ripened at all. Unlike tomatoes, 
bananas, and other fruits, the orange does not continue to ripen after it 
is picked. Indeed, unripe oranges may not legally be picked for sale in 
Florida. 
To buy the best oranges, pick them by feel, not by looks. Heavy 
oranges have the most juice; thin-skinned more juice than the thick-
skinned, although some of the latter, especially navel oranges, are high 
quality for eating whole. There is little connection bet1reen the size of 
the fruit and its quality or flavor. 
Nuggets of nutrition, oranges contain at least 23 essential food ele-
ments. Best known for their high Vitamin C content, they also provide 
,, 
I 
II ,, 
fruit sugars, phosophorous, iron, B1 , B2, and niacin. Frozen orange juice 
concentrates have in them less skin oil, to Which some people are allergic, ' 
than do the hand-squeezed variety, but many people prefer the taste of 
fresh juice. Orange juice should not be strained before using. The pulp 
has a high mineral and vitamin content. Contrary to popular belief, the 
juice can be stored in a covered container for a long time before losing 
its vitamin-packed punch. 
Known in China for centuries, the sweet orange was mentioned in 
1178 A.D. as then consisting of some 27 types. On his second voyage to 
the Americas in 1493 Columbus carried orange seeds vdth which orchards 
were planted in Haiti. By the 16th century oranges were plentiful in 
Florida and wvi th the Indians spreading the seeds orchards sprang up every- ,I 
where. 
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The first sizable orange grove in California was started by Father 
Thomas Sancho, a Jesuit priest, at the San Gabriel Mission in 1804. Eighty 
years later, 30 of the original 400 trees had survived and one ancient tree 
lived to the early 20th century. This is unusual longevity. Forty years 
is considered a good production period for the average orange tree. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
How many boxes of oranges will we use this year? 
(120 million boxes) 
How much is this on an average per person? (One pound 
per person a week) 
How long do oranges take to ripen? (Six months) 
What do the green spots on an orange mean? (The growing 
season was unusually hot.) 
How long does the orange continue to ripen after it 
has left the tree? (It stops ripening as soon as it 
leaves the tree.) 
What is the best way to buy oranges and why? 
(By feel. The heavy oranges have the most juice and 
the thin-skinned are better than the thick-skinned. 
We can tell the heavy from the light and the thick-
skinned from the thin-skinned only by feeling the 
oranges.) 
Oranges are best known for containing what? (Vitamin C) 
lJ.'hy shouldn't orange juice be strained? (The pulp has 
a high mineral and vitamin content.) 
At what time of year do oranges usually ripen? (Late 
fall and early winter) 
How long is a good production period for an average 
orange tree? (Forty years) 
Exercise Two 
II 
In the making of a bird, every step was with one thought in mind, the 1
1 
thought of flight. Here was to be a creature of incarnate air, a grace for'1 
the sky. Here were to be lightness, buoyance, arrowing strength, a sight 
to lift man's spirit as if on vdngs itself. 
A bird is "bird-brained" because it needs tremendous eyesight for 
flight. Because only a small part of a bird 1 s eye is visible to us, we 1 re 
not likely to know what a gigantic organ it is. A bird's eyes are actuallyU 
I 
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larger than his brain. Many hawks and owls have eyeballs which are bigger 
than yours or mine. These immense eyes force a bird's brain to be rather 
a small organ squeezed to the back of its skull. In many birds, the eyes 
weigh more than the brain. In some, each eye does. For these eyes there 
is a third eyelid--to be dravm back and forth as a windshield wiper as the 
bird rushes through the high sky. 
Other marvels? An owl can scan the dark woods with eyes ten times as 
sensitive to faint light as ours. A hawk may have vision so piercing that 
it perches on a lookout tree and can see small prey more than a mile away. 
To extract grubs from trees, a woodpecker has a tongue so long it curves 
over inside the bird 1s head and is rooted in front of the eyes. Many 
coastal birds have a built-in sense of time so precise that after inland 
trips they can return to shore for feeding at the hour when the tide is 
• 
right. The commonest little finch in our shrubbery is such a fabulous 
quiver of life energy that its tiny heart races at 500 beats a minute. 
Some birds' body temperatures are as high as 110 degrees. 
A bird inhales draughts of air more deeply than into its lungs. A 
bird1s lungs connect with as many as nine additional air sacs, some of 
I 
It 
which have elongations extending into the bones. A mammal bone is heavy, 
dense. A bird bone is hollow, filled with a spongy network engineered for 'I 
air capacity. As a bird breathes, it is inflooded with air to its bones. 
Even the skull of a bird is designed to help this airy structure. 
Skull bones become lightweight plates and struts. To lighten the living 
flying machine at its "nose, n nature took a·way birds 1 teeth--teeth need 
heavy jaws and muscles. For lightness aft, a bird 1s tail feathers are all 
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borne on one short bone. 
Feathers are the strongest structures for their size and weight knovm 
in nature. A feather may seem to be only a central shaft with projections 
on either side. It is much more. Each projection (called a vane) from the 1 
feather stem is composed of numbers of .parallel rods, the barbs. A barb 
is itself virtually a complete miniature feather, with extremely fine side- 1 
projections called barbules. Look still closer vdth a lens and it is re-
vealed that on these barbules are tinier barbicels, and on these are almost , 
infinitesimal booklets. The booklets mesh the barbs; the whole vane is 
one light, perfect interweave. Barbules and barbicels on a single feather 
may number over a million. 
To make its streamlined body a perfect flight machine, a bird 1 s frame-
work is the most rigid in the animal world. Vertebrae of its backbone a r e 
fused and united, to make an immensely strong ~~s. Backbone, ribs and 
breastbone form a ncage 11 of incomparable strength. The bird's ribs are 
lashed together by tough ligaments, fastened to both its backbone and its 
breastbone. Its two powerful shoulder blades are braced together across 
the front by collarbones that fuse in its wishbone. Down the middle of 
this r uns a tremendous ridge, for attachment of the great chest muscles 
I 
I 
that work its wings. In many birds these muscles constitute more than one • 
II 
fourth the bird 1s whole weight. 
1 As a bird beats its wings in downstroke, it may seem to be pushing 
II 
itself forward as if rowing through the air. High-speed cameras show it 
isn't. A bird is a natural miniature airplane. On the dovmstroke, each 
wing moves forward, the inner half held almost rigid, its fore edge 
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slightly sloped like a plane wing, its upper surface arched by a curve of ll 
feai;hers. The ou-t;er hal,f of i;he wing moves separai;ely, aci;ivated by 1;he .I 
bird 1 s llwrist," located about hal.f'vm.y along the wing 1 s length. During 'I 
wingbeat, the primary feathers at the bird 1 s wing tips flare out almost 
at right angles to the wing, and become propellers. The inner half' of' the 
wing, curved and tilted, is meanwhile the plane vdng providing steady lift. ! 
II 
On landings and take-offs, the bird avoids stalls by means of special 
feathers at the front edge of' its trwrist. n It raises these to make a 1' 
11slottt between them and its main wing, providing a perfect auxiliary air-
foil. 
A bird' s flight feats can be nearly incredible. A big Cooper 1 s hawk 
is streaking in pursUit of a quail. Suddenly the quail, from a height of 
only five or six feet, drops like a rock to a clump of bushes. In the 
instant before its body can hit that shelter, the hawk shoots under it, 
turns upside down in full flight, catches the falling body, rights itself 
and zooms on ~nthout a second's slackening. 
An African eagle, swooping down at a speed of better than 100 miles 
an hour, brakes with such stunning skill--spreading wings and tail in an 
aerial skid-stop--that it comes to a dead halt in the space of 20 feet. 
A bird cushions its landing with its legs, ~nich consist of three 
single rigid bones with joints that work in opposite directions. This is 1! 
probably the most effective shock-absorbing mechanism in nature. 
'I Birds 1 nests are often so elaborate that it is almost impossible to 
believe such skill can be instinctive, but it is. Science has recently 
proved that for at least five generations the nest skill can survive in 
i 
,, 
I 
I 
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~~~ 
perfection independent of expe~ence. Four generations of weaverbirds 
were bred under artificial conditions in which they never saw a nest or 
nest material. Then the fifth generation were set free. At once they 
began constructing with unerring skill the complex woven nests of their 
ancestors. 
After baby birds, using a temporary 1'egg tooth" which nature provides, I 
I 
I 
have tapped their way free of their shells, they become prodigies of al-
most unbelievable appetite. One infant robin eats as much as 14 feet of 
earthworms a day. A wren whose feeding trips to her youngsters were 
counted betvreen sunrise and nightfall visited the nest 1217 times. A 
young tern, weighing 31 grams, consumed daily 48 grams of food. To survive,! 
I 
II 
I 
every bird must eat at least half its own weight in food each day. 
By late summer bird families have been raised and the parents, with-
dra~dng to deep woods, stilling their song, have molted. Worn feathers 
are replaced in a change so delicately gradual that the first lost feather 1 
'I 
must be partially regrown before a second feather drops. The whole re-
feathering follows this pattern, so the bird 1s flight is never impaired. 
In the case of vivid birds--tanagers, buntings and the like--their bright 
summer dress is completely replaced by a travel suit of dull drab. I 
I 
In autumn migration, the birds fly at heights ranging up to 5,000 feet ' 
or more above earth, and cover distances nearly beyond belief. A tiny II 
blackpoll warbler, nesting in Canada, wings 4,000 miles to Brazil. A 
golden plover travels from the edge of the Arctic Ocean to Argentina, a1-
most 8,000 miles. Champion traveler is the Arctic tern, which summers at 
the north-polar land limit, ·l'dnters in Antarctica. Its annual round trip 
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is 22,000 miles. 
How do they find their >vay? Naturalists have recently proved that 
birds can expertly calculate geography, and probably time, from sun slant. 
But there remains a mysterious "plus" in birds' pathfinding through the 
trackless skies, often at night. 
l. In order to survive how much food must. a bird eat? 
(At least half its ovm weight each day) 
2. Why don't birds have teeth? (Teeth require heavy jaW'S 
which would weigh the bird down.) 
3. Wnat is an "egg tooth?" (A temporary tooth a baby bird 
has to tap its way out of the egg.) 
4. How many times does the heart of a finch beat in a 
minute? (500) 
5. How do the bones of birds differ from human bones? 
(lighter and hollow) 
6. Describe the ability of an African eagle to stop in 
flight. (It 11d.ll dive at 100 miles per hour and by 
spreading its wings and tail will come to a complete 
st.op in mid-air in a space of 20 feet.) 
7. How many worms can a baby robin eat? (14 feet) 
8. Vlhy do brightly colored birds replace their feathers 
with feathers of dull drab just before they migrate? 
(The darker colors make a poorer target.) 
9. How many bones does a bird have in its legs? (3) 
10. How do birds learn to construct their nests? 
(They do not learn; they know by instinct.) 
Ex:ercise Three 
How fast can a great pianist move his fingers? Some years ago, 
scientists answered the question by _taking motion pictures of Paderewski 
playing the swiftest passages of his own compositions. They made the 
surprising discovery that in music, as in magic, the hand is a good deal 
quicker than the eye. 
With both hands working at top speed, the Polish master hit 120 notes 
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a second, or a dozen notes a second with each finger. Of course, he 11 
couldn't keep that up for an entire engagement, but he often str uck almost 
II 
II 
I 
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1,000 keys in a minute or so--at the same time varying rhythm and striking 
force in amazingly subtle ways. 
You may not be a Padermvski, but your hands are capable of an almost 
infinite variety of highly skilled operations. There is an area on the 
surface of your brain which receives sensations from the entire body and 
sends signals, in turn, to your muscles so that you move with a purpose. 
The hands and other parts of the body have their own marked-out sec-
tions _in this vital area, which is a very special type of map. The most 
active and not the biggest parts rate the largest sections. 
On the brain's map, the trunk of your body and your shoulders, being 
large but not particularly active rate relatively little territory. Your 
hands, however, have the largest territory of all. They require extra 
brain space, for they are the energetic go-getters of body and mind. 
Pick up a pencil with two fingers. You will use your thumb, of 
course, and probably your index finger. If you wanted to, you could also 
move your thumb toward another finger and pick up the pencil that way. The 1 
ability to move the thumb inward and reach the other fingers--the so-called 
"opposable" thumb--is something we take pretty much for granted. But it 
is an unique feature of human beings. Chimpanzees and gorillas can't do 
it and of the eight muscles which move the thumb, one is designed especial-
ly for this purpose. The all-important thumb is a combination power tool 
and nimble manipulator. 
Of the other fingers, the index finger moves most freely, serving as 
the pointer. The long middle finger vdth its large prominent knuckle is 
most vulnerable to injury. The fourth finger usually moves with, together 
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and between its immediate neighbors and is least vulnerable, particularly 
on the less-used left hand. The little finger has been contemptuously 
called the ' "decoration digit,u but lifting a milk bottle or a telephone 
book is enough to show that this finger, too, takes its share of heavy 
loads. 
Each finger is a ttrugged individualist. u It has a definite role to 
·~~ 
I 
play and resembles the others in general shape only. From one standpoint, 11 
at least, the fingers don't seem to go together. 
Wn en you place your hands flat on a table top, they differ in length 
and point out sideways, away from the middle finger. They match about as 
II 
' badly as a group of raw Army recruits reporting for their first drill. Yet 1 
~ 
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these oddty shaped digits take on a marvelous likeness when the hand goes 
into action. 
Raise your hand from its flat position, begin curling your fingers 
and observe how various parts slide into their proper places like well-
oiled pist'ons. The knuckle of the middle finger is a kind of hub and 
doesn't move at all. But the index finger becomes longer, in effect, as 
its knuckle shifts forward slightly. The knuckles of the ring and little 
fingers advance a bit more. It is the thumb knuckle, however, which ad-
vances most of all. ., 
Now look at the positions of your fingers. Instea,d of pointing out, 
they are turned inward. Furthermore, differences in length have been 
neatly readjusted . The tips of the fingers and the thumb are lined up 
evenly to make, w.i th the curved palm, a perfectly contoured hollow for 
grasping, holding, and clenching. 
15 
It is conservatively estimated that the five fingers, in combination, 
can assume any one of 300 million million useful positions. But even that 
staggering figure fails to do justice to the hand's incredible mobility, 
because it does not allow for intricate movements ,of the wrist, elbow and 
shoulder. In all, nature requires 30 different joints and pivot points 
and more than 50 muscles to move each hand. 
It requires a force of only a fraction of an ounce to pick up a paper 
clip, while pulling on your socks and shoes calls for 8 to l2 pounds. But 1 
if the need arises, you can apply a right hand squeeze of over 150 pounds. 1 
The hand really shines when it comes to tricky manipulations and 
skilled movements, like the wonderful feats of experienced surgeons. As 
a demonstration, Dr. Alexis Carrel of the Rockefeller Institute used to 
put a piece of silk thread into a small matchbox. Then, working inside 
the cramped space of the half-closed matchbox, he nonchalantly tied the 
thread into intricate surgical knots--using only the thumb, index and 
middle finger of his left hand. 
In a difficult bit of surgery not long ago, a Boston specialist sewed 
a series of delicate slipknot stitches in a beating heart, i'lhich moved so 
actively that se1ving seemed impossible. Yet the job took less than 25 
seconds. 
Even the common evel7day acts often involve complex motions. Look in 
the mirrow carefully next time you button your shirt collar or put on a 
necktie. Vatch your fingers and then try to describe the process step by 
step. You will find that it is too complicated to bother about. The fact 
is that you never know exactly what you are doing in such cases. All you 
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know is vihat you ~ to do and miraculously the details take care of 
themselves. 
The hand is a sensing device as well as a versatile tool. About five 
million tirry sense organs are imbedded in the skin of the body. They serve 
as built~in meters and register pain, touch, pressure, warmth and other 
sensations. About a third of these, more than 1,5oo,ooo, are located in 
I 
the hands--the greater majority in the palms and the fingertips. Your hand 
would be clumsy and inefficient if it 1~re not for its extra-abundant sup-
ply of sense organs. You don •t think twice about picking up an egg. But 
how do you know exactly what pressure to use? Wby don't you shatter the 
egg between your fingers or let it drop to the floor? The ansvrer, of 
course, is that you have learned by experience that a certain pressure is 
just about right. In other words, you remember the proper pressure to 
apply. You remember it because you have picked up enough eggs to furnish 
your brain with information for permanent storage. With no sense organs 
in your hands you would have to learn all over again every time you picked 
up an e gg the proper amount of pressure to apply. With fewer sense organs, 
you might not have many accidents, but you could not move so quickly or 
surely. 
1. How many muscles move the thumb? (8) 
2. ·which finger is most subject to injury? (The middle finger) 
3. How many different useful positions can the fingers 
assume? (300 million million) 
4. How many muscles move each hand? (50) 
5. How many joints move each hand? (30) 
6. How long did it take the specialist to sew the stitches 
i n a beating heart? (25' seconds) 
7. How many sense organs are imbedded in the skin of the 
hands? (One third of the amount in the whole body or 
1,5oo,ooo) 
11 
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8. How many notes did Paderewski hit in one second? 
(120 or 12 with each finger) 
9. What can we do with our hands which chimpanzees 
cannot do? (Touch each finger with the thumb) 
10. What is sometimes called the 11 decoration digit ?tt 
(The little finger) 
Exercise Four 
Every April 19 is Patriot's Day in Boston, and in honor of long-
distance-man Paul Revere a half million conservative New Englanders dress 
up in holiday mood to ~~tch a group of odd-shaped gentlemen chase each 
other for 26 miles and 385 yards. 
The Boston Athletic Association (BAA) ~Aarathon, which starts in 
Hopkinton, a pleasant suburb of Boston Town, and finishes on Exeter Street 
in dovmtown Boston, attracts entries from eve~¥here--Canada, Europe, 
Latin America and the Orient. These amateur athletes wear themselves out 
for nothing more than a medal, a bowl of stew and a victor's wreath sup-
posedly from the slopes of Mount Olympus but more often from a Boston 
flower shop. 
I 
Better lmown around the globe than the World Series, the Boston Mara- 1 
thon is the oldest continuously held long-distance race in America. It 
really hails back to 490 B.C., when the Greek Pheidippides ran from Mara- 1 
thon to Athens to announce victory over the Persians, gasped, "Rejoice, we 
I 
conquerl 11 then fell dead. 
Vfhen the Olympic games were revived in 1896, the Greeks commemorated 
Pheidippides with a marathon race over his original route. Appropriately 
it vms ·won by Spiridon Loues, a Greek shepherd, in two hours, 55 minutes 
and 20 seconds. Loues 1 s victory impressed BAA team manager John Graham, 
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vmo sailed home determined to put America up among the marathon mighty. 
Graham clattered around the Hub area in a horse and buggy, and laid out a 
course that would approximate the Marathon-to-Athens run. 
Fifteen starters toed the mark for the first Boston h~rathon on 
April 19, 1897. By 1900 the event had become international, and ,vas vron 
by J. J. Caffrey of Canada. Today the entry list averages between 150 and 
200--about half of whom may finish. No one gets a dime for running, even 
if he wins. But each runner pays his $1 entry fee to the race manager. 
The marathon is one of the most simon-pure athletic events in the 
world. BAA president Walter Brovm, its lone angel, wants the race to go 
on in memory of his father, who shepherded it for 40 years. It takes 
about $3000 to mount a Big Run. But spectators line the course for free. 
Since the race attracts millions, it would be a natural outlet for informa-
tion about footgear, vitamin pills, cereal, and so on. But 'falter Brown 
has said no to all would-be sponsors--at considerable financial sacrifice 
for the BAA. 
For the most part the runners are vrorkingmen--carpenters, machinists, 1 
salesmen, teachers, policemen, and clerks. Take Clarence De Mar, •vhose 
life has been symbolic of the maxim "11arathons are their m•m reward." The 
durable Clarence started 1vinning the race back in 1911, won it seven times 
in all. 11Clarence De M3.rathon," people call him. Today he's 65 and still 
full of run. He lopes from the suburbs to his job as proofreader on the 
night shift of the Boston Herald Traveler, carrying a dry undershirt. He 
also has a day job in a factory. 
Marathoners fall into two classes: those who run for the sake of the 
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sport; and those who run for their ovvn amusement, to win a bet, or to get 
their names in the papers and boast forever that they once ran in the 
Boston Marathon. 
Race Day dawns like the day of the Big Game, and entire towns turn 
out along the route to offer refreshments and encouragement. By 9:30 run-
ners, handlers and officials congregate at the community center in rural 
Hopkinton. Some relax on cots, plan strategy or consult vdth themselves 
in corners. Others limber up with oils and magic salves, or fill up with 
vitamins and power-packed potions. 
Each man is given a checkup--pulse, heart, blood pressure, weight--
and each year the medicos rule out about five bitterly disappointed hope-
fuls. Frequently older men show up, are rejected, and run any>vay. 
The late Peter Foley of Medford, mssachuset·ts, who ran annually for 
40 years, didn 1t start till he ·was 40. V'Jhen they ruled him out at 55, he 
would set out a minute after the field, running his ovm private marathon. 
VJhen at 70 he at last had trouble keeping up, he began giving himself a 
two-hour head start, and often pushed his tri:wnphant but noneligible whisk-
ers first over the line. 
Promptly at 11:45 a.m. the contestants are checked into the starting 
bullpen, and at noon the starter 1 s gun barks. Eight checking stations 
carefully note the time and position of each man during the run. 
It 1s illegal to hitch a ride or touch a moving vehicle, but it is 
permissible to walk, stop or sit down, carry a camp chair if you wish. 
Unfortunately, if you stop to tie your shoelace eight runners will prob-
ably pass you. Legend has it that one warmish day Ellison ('rarzan) Brovm, 
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Narraganset Indian two-time winner, decided that the waters of Lake 
Cochituate looked inviting; so he dived in, blew a few whale spouts and 
resumed his run, thoroughly refreshed--and beaten. 
Tom Longboat, an Onondaga Indian from Ontario, once got to the 
Framingham railroad crossing in time to sprint across the tracks ahead of 
a mile-long freight, which stalled t he rest of the pack. By the time 
everybody got going again, Longboat was miles ahead. "It couldn't happen 
today, 11 Walter Brovm says. nwe brief the trains." 
The only vehicles allowed on the course are the press-and-radio truck 
and the patrolling ambulance. Dr. Lelyveld, a noted Boston podiatrist, 
and a battalion of associate foot-handlers are distributed at convenient 
intervals. It's permissible for an entrant to station a relay of handlers 
'V'r.ith anything up to a portable sho•ver along the way; and there are regular 
watering stations manned by Boy Scouts. 
·when 
1
hunger strikes, the boys take anything from hard-boiled eggs and 
bananas to tea and things from bottles. 
About 17 miles out, the boys come to the dreaded Newton Hills, other-
wise lmown as Heartbreak Hills, where many a race is >von or lost. By this 
time they're so tired that every bump in the pavement has become a Pikes 
Peak. Some think it's ·wiser to walk up the hills and run dovm, others to 
run up fast and coast dovm. 
Exhibitionists regularly cut into the race in old-time striped bath-
ing suits, stree·~ shoes and derbies. For years it has been the custom of 
Harvard and 1ITT intellects to tack on a number, jump in ahead of the r~ 
t ners and puff proudly past the admiring gals at ~ellesley. Sometimes one 
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will lurk in a doorway near the finish line, and dart out in an effort to 
break the tape in front of the leaders, gracefully acknowledging the plau-
dits of the assemblage. Recently a Harvard Mind managed it so skillfully 
he fooled the radio announcers, who broadcast that his victory had been 
made in record time. 
The authorities keep vigil at the finish line until 4:30. Thousands 
wait till 1Clarence De Mar struggles in, and often his ovation is louder 
than the applause for the winner. 
After the race there is a victory celebration featuring an enormous, 
traditional beef stew. Those ~dthout strength to get to it sprawl on cots 
and rubbing tables or droop in steam baths and showers, waiting for life 
to return.o 
~~en the chief accountant has certified the checking stations' re-
turns, the awards are made. The Winner receives a gold medal with a tiny 
diamond worth about ~~150; the next nine get ornate trophies; and the next 
25, bronze medals. 
1. ~ow long is the Boston Marathon? (26 miles and 385 yards) 
2. How many men were in the first Boston Marathon in 1897? 
(15 men) 
3. Yfuat are some of the reasons that men run in the Marathon? 
(For the sport; to win a bet; to get their names in the paper) 
4. At what time does the race begin? (At noon) 
5. Vfuat is another name for the Ne1vton Hills? (Heartbreak Hills) 
6. Vfuat are the men fed at the end of the race? (Beef stew) 
7. How many men run in the Boston Marathon now? (From 150 to 200) 
8. How many times did Clarence De Mar win the Marathon? 
(Seven times) 
9. How many checking stations are along the route? (8) 
10. 'What does the winner of the Uarathon receive? (Gold medal 
with a tiny diamond worth about $150) 
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~ Exercise Five 
For centuries men had gazed at the heavens and wondered about life on 
I 
other planets. In 1877 Giovanni Schiaparelli, in the 1ulan Observatory, 
Italy, looked through a telescope at Mars and saw something that trans-
formed guesswork into a scientific problem. Schiaparelli had been peering 
at Mars for years. He had seen, as others had, the bright orange patches 
believed to be dry land, the bluish-green dark patches regarded as seas, 
and the glittering white polar caps which ·waxed and ·waned with the Martian 
seasons. Now he vms observing a little more clearly than usual, for in 
that year 1~rs vms as close as it ever gets to the earth--35 million miles. 
Under perfect atmospheric conditions Schiaparelli discovered faint, 
dusky streaks linking the light :Martian "land11 areas w"i th the darker "seas." 
These he called canali--translated, channels. A surprising feature about 
the canali was their doubling. This occurred particularly, said Schiapa-
relli, in the months following the melting of the polar cap. In the course 
of a few days a single dusky line would be transformed into two parallel 
I 
lines follo1v.ing the original course. 
Mistakenly translated as "canals," which implied constructed water-
ways, the canali revived speculation about the probability of life on 
M:trs. Schiaparelli himself said: "Their being drawn with absolute geo-
metrical precision, as if the work of rule or compass, has led some to 
see in them the work of intelligent beings. I am very careful not to co~ 
bat this supposition, which includes nothing impossible.'' 
In the United States a brilliant and wealthy young American, Percival 
Lowell, read of Schiaparelli 1s ideas. Born into a remarkable New England 
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family of poets, scholars and statesmen, Lowell had been graduated from 
Harvard '~th honors in 1876 and 1vas preparing for a diplomatic career when 
he heard about the canali. He decided to devote his fortune and talents 
to studying the planets, especially to solving the riddle of ~Brs. 
After investigating sites all over the world, Lowell founded an ob-
servatory at Flagstaff, Arizona, where the high, dry air promised a mini-
mum of atmospheric disturbance. He collected a staff of able assistants, 
and by 189L~ , when :Mars again was close to the earth, he and his staff were 
making thousands of observations of the red planet. At the time of his 
death in 1916, Lowell probably had made more observations of Mars than arry 
other astronomer. 
Vlhere Schiaparelli had been doubtful about the canels, Lowell was 
positive. By 1909 his drawings showed the planet covered with an intri-
cate geometric network of nearly 700 single and double canals. Nor was 
he shy about interpreting their meaning. "That Mars is inhabited,n he 
said, nwe have absolute proof.n 
To prove his point Lowell wrote three books, M:=J.rs and Its Canals, 
Mars As The Abode of Life and The Evolution of Worlds. His arguments were 
simple but fascinating. 
Mars, he believed, is a dying planet. Once the home of a thriving, 
highly intelligent civilization, the planet now is drying up, losing its 
life-supporting water supply. The light, ruddy areas of Mars are scorched 
deserts. Only at the polar caps is there much water left. In a desperate 
attempt to prolong the fertility of the planet, the lf.tartians have con-
structed an enormous network of canals. These carry water from the frozen 
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polar caps to the dark, irrigated areas where the :Martians live. To keep 
this enormous volume of water moving over tremendous distances, gigantic 
pumps with 4000 times the power of Niagara Falls are necessary. 
Lowell had a ready explanation, also, for the seasonal change of color 
of the canals and the dark areas. The canals themselves, he thought, would 
be too narrow to be visible to astronooers here. 'What we actually see are 
belts of irrigated vegetation lining the canals, just as an observer on 
Mars might be able to see the fertile valleys lining our riverbanks. As 
the polar caps melt 1vith the coming of the Martian summer, water is re-
leased to flow into the canals and the vegetation advances with the mois-
ture tovmrd the equator. 
Lowell's theory set off a controversy that rages to this day. If 
Lowell were right, then-in his own words-- 11the drying up of the planet 
is certain to proceed until its surface can support no life at all. Slowly 
but surely time vd.ll snuff it out. ·wnen the last ember is extinguished, 
the planet will roll a dead world through space, its evolutionary career 
forever ended.u And presumably the M:l.rtians, an intelligent race, would 
be feverishly hunting around for other planets to which they could migrate. 
Earth is the closest, most suitable neighbor. 
Lowell guessed that the bright, ruddy areas covering two thirds of 
Mars were deserts. Modern science has recently confirmed this belief. 
Using a supersensitive Polarimeter with a powerful telescope, a French 
astronomer has found that the Martian deserts are covered with the same 
volcanic ash that covers the moon. Even more recently, astronomers at the 
Mount Wilson Observatory in California have found that silica, basic ele-
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ment of sand, is present in large quantities on the Martian deserts. 
Surface temperature is a crucial factor in deciding on the possibility 
of life, as we know it, on ~Brs. Using an instrument called the thermo-
couple, a device so sensitive it can measure variations in temperature of 
1/100,000 degree, we have found that by ea1~h standards the climate on 1~rs 
is severe, but not impossible. 
Like the earth, the temperature range of :Mars varies v:ith the seasons 
and the latitude. However, since Mars is farther from the sun, its average 
thermometer reading is about 60 degrees F. colder than ours. The thin 
1Brtian atmosphere also permits enormous variations in the temperature from 
day to night and season to season. Thus, on a summer day at noon the Mar-
tian equator may reach 90 degrees F. Yet at night the mercury ~~11 drop 
to 40 below or colder at the same spot. So human beings might survive the 
Martian climate if they had protection against severe cold. 
Lowell and most astronomers of his day believed that the Martian polar 
caps were of snow and ice which melted in the summer. Now modern instru-
ments prove that Lowell was right. 
If there were on 1~rs large bodies of vvater, astronomers could see 
the reflection of the sun on their surfaces and could detect large amounts 
of water vapor in the planet's atmosphere. The absence of both these 
signs indicates that 1&3..rs, true to Lowell t s prediction, is a dry plane.t. 
wbat happens then to the vvater from the melted polar ice? For one thing, 
despite the huge area of the ~artian polar caps, there is little ~~ter in 
them. They are not like the earth t s polar fields of snow arid ice, hundreds 
and even thousands of feet deep. Reflected light sho>"rs that the Martian 
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caps are thin, vdth a maximum depth of ten inches. 
·what happens to this water in summer is still a matter of dispute. 
Many astronomers believe that the moisture is picked up by the atmosphere 
and deposited in the form of rain or dew. Others hold that it is carried 
away by the spongy soil. 
There is general agreement that life of some kind exists on the red 
planet. But there is also a consensus that animal life, as vre know it, is 
either nonexistent or extremely primitive. By manufacturing oxygen through 
photosynthesis ma.ny species of earth plan:ts can survive in an atmosphere 
of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, but only a few low·ly worms in the vmole 
animal kingdom can survive vJ:ithout oxygen. 
YJhen scientists discuss this question, the phrase, 11 life as we know 
it, 11 is all important. For most scientists believe that Wars once had an 
oxygen atmosphere similar to our ovm. After millions of years this oxygen 
combined vdth t he iron in the Martian soil to form :iron rust or ferric 
oxide ~m:ich gives Mars :its disti nctive red color. Meanwhile, an :intelli-
gent race may have mastered the secret of artificial photosynthesis that 
our mm chemists hope to crack before long. Thus Martians may be manu-
facturing their own oxygen from the plentiful carbon dioxide in their at-
mosphere. Or they may be extracting :it directly from the rusty Martian 
soil by chemical processes. The climate on the planet was once much •v.armer 
than :it :is now, and an intelligent race would have had millions of years 
to lick the problem of frigid nights. 
In trying to determine scientifically whether there is an intelligent 
race on Mars, the ncanals 11 are by far our most important clue. If the 
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dusky streaks really are canals, then Lowell 1 s case in clinched. But the 
exasperating fact is that vdth all our modern instruments we have been able 
to get little conclusive evidence. 
1~rs, like all the other planets and their satellites, is too cool 
to give off its own light and must be seen by the relatively feeble re-
fleeted light of the sun. To get an adequate photograph it has until now 
been necessary to use a long-time exposure; and the longer the exposure 
the hazier, more blurred and indistinct the image. 
But there is now new hope. The big 200-inch telescope on Mt. Palomar, 
in California, has over four times the light-gathering power of its closest 
rival. Its 16-foot mirror gathers so much light that it should be possible 
for it to take motion pictures in 1956 vmen ~~rs is again in a favorable 
position. With hundreds of thousands of short-exposure frames to choose 
from, there is a good chance that the Palomar films will yield at l east a 
few photographs sharp enough to answer the canal riddle once and for all. 
Y•bat Palomar will tell us is anybody' s guess, but many scientists be-
lieve that the canals are the last remnants of a great civilization which 
has long since perished. Because Mars was smaller than the earth, and 
farther from the sun, it has cor~leted its life cycle and now rolls through 
space a dead planet, except for a few primitive species of vegetation. 
Someday, say these scientists, space travelers from the earth may uncover 
the ruins of a highly developed Martian civilization. 
1. According to Lowell's theory, why is the :Martian 
civilization dying out? (The planet is losing its 
life-supporting water supply.) 
2. What important reason do we have to believe that there 
is life on Mars? (The presence of straight canals make 
this theory seem possible.) 
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3. 
4. 
6. 
?. 
B. 
10. 
In deciding vvhether it is possible to 
what is a crucial factor to consider? 
temperature must be determined before 
life could exist on the planet. ) 
exist on Mars, 
(Surface 
deciding whether 
V.rhat effect does the thin Martian atmosphere have on 
the temperature? (The thin atmosphere allows enormous 
variation in the temperature from day to night.) 
Vfuat is one vay in which astronomers could become avmre 
of large bodies of vvater on Mars? (1. They could see the reflection of the sun on their 
surfaces.) 
(2. They could detect large amounts of vmter vapor in 
the atmosphere around ~ars.) 
According to Lowell's theory, why were the canals made? 
(The canals v~re made to carry the water from the melted 
polar caps to the areas where the Martians live.) 
If life, as we lmow it, cannot survive any longer on 
Mars, vvhat could this mean to the Earth? (Perhaps the 
1hrtians might decide to move to another planet and 
Earth is the closest planet to Mars.) 
Yfuat may be one way to decide whether or not the canals 
are man-made? (In 1956 the telescope on Mt. Palomar will 
be taking thousands of photographs of I~rs. Per haps sofle 
of t hese will be clear enough to show >vhether t he canals 
are man-made . ) 
How would the Martians solve t he pr oblem of living in an 
atmosphere without oxygen? (They could make thei r ovm 
from the carbon dioxide or they could take it out of the 
soil by some chemical process.) 
1/lhy couldn't the Martians obtain enough water from the 
polar caps for their needs? (The ice caps, being only 
about 10 inches thick, don't have enough water, and the 
soil and the atmospher e take most of the melted water that 
is available. 
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Exercise One 
ANSVlER SHEEr 
Immediate Recall 
1. -----------------------------------
2. -------------------------------------------------------------
3. ---------------------------------------------------------
4. ---------------------------------------·-----------5. ______________________________________________ __ 
6. ------------------------------------------------------
7. ----------
8. -------------------------------------------------------
9. ----------------------------------------------------
10. -------------------------------------------------------~ 
Exer cise Two 
1. ----------------------------------------------------·----------
2. --------------------------------------
3. -----------------------------------------------------
h. __ 
'·-------------------------------------------------
6. ------- ·------------------------------~---------------------
7. --------------------------------------------------------
8. --------------------------------------------------
9. ________________________________________________ ___ 
10. --------------------------------------------------------
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Exercise Three 
1. ------------------------------------------------------
2. ----------------------------------------------·--------
3·---------------------------------------------------
4. 
5·---------------------------------------------------
6. 
---------------------------------------------------------
7. ------------------------------------------------------
8. 
--------------·------------------------
9. --------------------------------------------------·--------~ 
10. 
---------------------------------------------------------~ 
Exercise Four 
1. 
---------------------------------------------------
2. 
---------------------------------------------------------
J. ---------------------------------------------------
4. -------
5. _____________________________________________ ___ 
6. -------------------------------------------------
7. ------------------------------------------------------
8. 
---------------------------------------------------------
9. ______________________________________________ __ 
10. 
---------------------------------------------------------
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Exercise Five 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4--------------------------------------------------5. ________________________________________________ _ 
6. -----------------------------------------
7. ----------------------------------------------------
8. ----------------------------------------------------
9. -------------------------------------------------------
10. ---------------------------------------------------------
• 
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SECTION ONE - ACCURATE LISTENING 
Part D : 1ts.in Ideas 
Teacher: Pass out the answer sheets and ask the students to place them 
face down on their desks. 
IINow we have come to the final exercises designed to improve your 
ability to listen accurately. In the preceding exercises you were being 
trained to listen for definite details. Details are used to support one 
main idea in a selection. In the following exercises you must not only 
listen for the details but also for the main idea which the details sup-
port. 
"After each exercise has been read, you must select from four sug-
gested sentences the one which gives the main idea of the exercise. Circle 
the number of this sentence on your answer sheet. Please do not look at 
your answer sheet until the exercise has been read. If you look at the 
suggested answers, the value of the exercises may be lost. Are you ready? 
Here is the first exercise." 
Exercise One 
The human brain has the power to store memories and learn from experi-
ence. ~ben new signals come in, we check them with past experience before 
we act. The first time we try to drive a car, we are terrified by hazards 
on every side. After 1000 miles, however, the brain has taken in the 
sights and sounds of every mile of experience and has continually refined 
our operating ability. when a red light looms ahead, we remember the other 
red lights in the past. Do~~ goes the foot on the brake, almost automa-
tically. 
"Now look at your answer sheet and circle the number of t he sentence 
which states the main idea of this exercise." 
Teacher: Read the next nine exercises in the same fashion, allovving time 
for the pupils to select the main idea of each exercise. 
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:Exercise Two 
One of the last shots of the Civil War killed the President of the 
United States. Two and a half hours after Abraham Lincoln died, Vice 
Pr esident Andrew Johnson was sworn in as President. President Johnson 
looked about him on that fateful April morning and he was staggered by the 
responsibilities vmich he faced. 
The loss of life during the four years of war had been horrifying. 
North and South, together, lost over half a million men. Some were killed 
in battle, some died of wounds, but the largest number died of disease. 
Thousands were wounded, and many of them would remain ill for the rest of 
their lives. 
The money cost of the war was more than ten billion dollars. This 
included the value of property that vas destroyed. It also included the 
money that was paid to soldiers and their widovJS. These ten billions were 
spent to preserve the Union and to get rid of slavery. If the freedom of 
each of the 3,953,857 slaves had been bought, as Lincoln once suggested, 
the cost would have been only half as much. 
EKercise Three 
The Milky Way is a great and beautiful belt of stars and nebulae ex-
tending across the sky. You can see it best on a clear night when there 
is no moonlight. It is for the most part faint and misty, but in it are 
some of the most amazing things men have seen through telescopes. 
11hen the air above a city is laden with smoke, it is hard to obtain 
a good view of the Milky Way, but in the pure air of the open country it 
is a sight which is hard to forget. In the :Vd.lky Way are millions and 
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millions of stars. The heavens in that direction are packed so thickly 
with light from stars and star clusters that we can make out only a few 
distinct stars. 
You might turn your eyes from the Milky Way and start counting the 
distinct stars you can see outside of it. If you can see three thousand 
stars outside the 1ulky Way, without the help of a telescope, your eyes 
are sharp indeed. 
When you bring back your gaze to the Milky Way, it ·will be hopeless 
to try to count the star s in it. Even if they were distinct, you would 
be tired long before you numbered the first hundred thousand. Sir James 
Jeans, a noted scientist, declares that the 1\ti.lky 11ay contains ttalmost 
certainly more than sixty stars for each man, woman and child living on 
earth." 
Exercise Four 
Every star in the sky is moving. Even stars of the Big Dipper are on 
their way somewhere. Five are going in a direction we may call "north-
west," and two are going nsoutheast." In a thousand centu.nes, people no 
longer ~~11 see the present form of a dipper. The star group will look 
more like a chair with a slanting back. 
Stars are moving at different rates. Some travel only a few miles 
per second. Others rush through space more than a hundred miles per sec-
ond. Long, careful work has gone into learning about the size and motion 
of the stars. 
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Exercise Five 
Astronomers believe that stars pass through uages" as htunans do. As 
they grow older the stars turn different colors. The young stars are red-
dish in color but when millions of years pass the stars will change to an 
orange color. 
The stars will then become yellow. The fourth stage is blue or blue-
white. Wben a star is blue-white, it is in its prime. From this point 
it is believed that the stars pass through the same color changes, going 
from yellow to orange to red. In the late stages, they are much smaller 
than during their youth because they shrink. 
If this view is correct, a star at last reaches a red old age, with 
feeble light which at last goes out, leaving a cinder which speeds through 
space. Most star cinders probably are larger than the earth. 
Our sun is classed as a star a little past middle age. It is on its 
way to old age, but its light and heat will probably last hundreds of 
millions of years longer. 
Exercise Six 
A gull floats lazily beside an ocean liner, its wings outspread but 
motionless. What holds it up? Man has now learned the secret. A wind 
blows against the side of the ship. When the wind hits the boat, it must 
go somewhere; so it turns and shoots skyward, like an invisible fountain 
of air. The gull rides on this invisible fountain, held up b y the rising 
air. The same thing happens when a land wind bumps into a mountain. . The 
vdnd turns and flovs upward, making a current of rising air along the sides, 
or slopes, of the mountain.. A glider pilot lmows how to use these slope 
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winds. Sometimes he launches his glider from the top of a mountain, coast-
ing on the rising air currents that flow upward along the sides of the 
mountain. If he is already in the air, he watches for rnountains where he 
may find air currents to boost him into the sky. 
Exercise Seven 
A few years ago sailplane pilots found, to their great joy, that they 
could sail the skies even over flat country "~Nhere there were no mountains 
to make slope Ydnds . Thermals were the secret. The sun, beating down 
upon the earth, vvarmed the earth in some places more than in others. Thus 
a lake or forest remained cool vmile a city street or a dry field grew hot 
under the sun. Vfuerever the earth ·was hot, it sent up a current of warm 
air that climbed skyward at the rate of from three to fifteen miles an 
hour, like a wind that blew up instead of crosswise. If a glider pilot 
caught one of these thermals, or rising air currents, he fotmd himself 
suddenly lifted upward for a free sky ride that lasted until the air cur-
rent died dovm or until he cal'Jl.e to the end of it. In sailplaning today, 
the pilot tries to soar so high on one thermal that he can glide safely 
over to another, hitchhiking from one air current to the next. 
Exercise Eight 
From buzzards the glider pilot takes many a tip about soaring weather . 
On dark, vdndless days when the air is quiet, buzzards stay close to the 
ground . So does the glider pilot. But on sunshiny days the air boils 
Ydth invisible air currents, warmed by the sun ninety million miles away. 
On such days, both birds and gliders can roam the skies. A buzzard, flying 
~. 
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into a thermal, will shoot skyvard from forty feet above the ground to 
foUl~ thousand feet, vdthout once flapping its great outstretched vnngs. 
How a buzzard finds these thermals is a mystery. Perhaps the bird has a 
special kind of eye that can see air currents invisible to man. Perhaps 
it feels the currents vdth its long wing tips. By follovdng the buzzards, 
the glider pilot can find the thermals that will lift him high into the 
skies . 
Exercise Nine 
Glider pilots have learned to steal rides on the fleecy white cumulus 
clouds that sometimes roll across the sky on sunshiny days. The pilot 
can easily spot a cumulus cloud, for it is flat on the bottom and round on 
the top, like a mound of whipped cream. Each cumulus cloud lies like a 
cap at the top of a thermal. In fact, it is thermals that make cumulus 
clouds. When the rising column of warm air hits the cold upper sky, the 
Vla.rm air turns into a cloud, much as your warm breath does on a cold win-
ter day. If a sailplane pilot can get underneath a cumulus cloud, he 
stands a good chance of finding a thermal that will whisk him thousands of 
feet skyward. He can even sail right up through the cloud for a thousand 
feet or more and come out on top. Sometimes cumulus clouds line up in a 
row, making a cloud street across the sky. The glider pilot can then soar 
along this street, hopping from one cloud to another, for as much as fifty 
or a hundred miles. 
Exercise Ten 
Only a few adventurous glider pilots have ever tried to ride into a 
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thundercloud. ·when a gentle, white cumulus cloud shows signs of becoming 
a thunderhead, most pilots dive for safety. The cloud turns suddenly black 
and grows to enormous size, becoming as much as ten thousand feet thick 
from top to bottom. Once he is sucked into a thunderhead, the pilot can 
do little more than pray that his safety belt and ¥dngs will hold. Inside 
the cloud roars a violent wind. It whirls the sailplane skyward at a 
hundred miles an hour, drops it suddenly into a do·wn-draft, or spins it 
like a leaf. It bends the wooden vnngs, sometimes tearing them from the 
plane. Streaks of lightning rip across the cloud. Showers of hail riddle 
the vdngs, like bullets of ice. Riding a thundercloud calls for all the 
courage and daring of the pilot if he is to come out alive. 
Teacher: Pass out the answer sheet for the section on Main Ideas vmich 
begins ·with Exercise Eleven. 
"In this next group of exercises you vdll also be expected to listen 
for the main idea of each exercise, but you must write vmat you think is 
the main idea on the lines provided on your ansvrer sheet. 
"Remember that each sentence in the exercise supports one main idea. 
The details ~~11 be a clue to the main idea and, iri fact, the main idea 
itself may·be used as one of the sentences. Listen carefully. Do not 
v~ite the main idea until I finish the selection. 
1~on't forget the rules for good listening. Sit up straight; look at 
me; determine quickly vmat I am saying. Here is Exercise Eleven. 11 
Exercise Eleven 
Many people would not consider keeping snakes in their homes even 
though they want very much to care for some living animal. These people 
usually decide to keep the usual pets, such as dogs and cats. There are 
some advantages which the caring of snakes has over other animals. In the 
first place, snakes don't need a great deal of room. Several may be kept 
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in a small space, and they don't need to be taken for a walk periodically. 
Exercise Twelve 
Snakes are remarkably quiet. Even the most ardent bird lovers 
occasionally get a little tired of the incessant singing of a vigorous 
canary, and if a near neighbor happens to be a person who doesn't parti-
cularly enjoy the chirps and trills of our yellow-feathered friends, it 
can be a real nuisance to him. Cats mew and quite often will break a 
blessed silence in the middle of the night with a feline serenade. This 
chorus may charm another cat, but its beauty is quite often lost on an 
ordinary human being who is trying to get some sleep. Dogs can often be 
relied upon to cause some disturbance on a Sunday afternoon when many of 
us are attempting to .take a short nap. A collection of snakes, however, 
will never cause any complaints from neighbors on the ground of noi se. 
Exercise Thirteen 
If you are going away for the week-end or for a week or ten days to 
t he seashore, you have to make some arrangements with a friend or a neigh-
bor for the care and feeding of your dog or cat, canary or parrot, or even 
your goldfish. But not your snakes. Reptiles require an absolute mini.nium 
of care. Serpents fast for days, by choice, and if you make certai n that 
your pets have provisions for drinld.ng, you can leave them safely ·without 
care until you get back. Not only can you go away for the week-end without 
concern for your pets, but also you will save the cost of a snake-sitter. 
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Exercise Fourteen 
If you decide that you would like to keep some snakes, the first 
thing to consider is getting a suitable cage. From the standpoint of an 
animal there is no such thing as a perfect cage, but from your standpoint 
there are several things to be considered. First of all, it must be escape-
proof, or you ·will prove to be Vf3ry unpopular with your neighbors. Of 
course, it is understood that these suggestions only apply to non-venomous, 
harmless snakes. No poisonous snake should ever be kept alive by any but 
an experienced person, ·and then only in proper places, such as institutions 
and zoological parks, not in neighborhood back yards. Snakes are expert 
at finding loose sections in the screen or a weak corner of their cage, 
and it is astonishing vmat a small crack one can squeeze through. So make 
certain, first of all, that your cage is escape-proof. 
Exercise Fifteen 
One of the most difficult things about raising snakes in captivity 
is getting them to eat. The snake will usually attempt to retain its 
usual habits of feeding. Snakes are carnivorous; that is, they eat meat. 
They like to .kill the food themselves before they eat it, and will refuse 
food that is dead when they are given it. It would be vdse to determine 
the best food for the type of snake vmich is being kept, and vmenever 
possible the animal should be placed in the cage alive. After the snake 
has been held in captivity for some time, and has eaten regularly, it can 
often be induced to accept a dead mouse, or fish, or even a strip of beef, 
especially if it is offered on the end of a vdre or stick and kept in mo-
tion until the snake grabs it. It is usually a waste of time, however, to 
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offer. dead food to a freshly captured snake. 
Exercise Sixteen 
Once you have captured your snakes and have placed t hem in captivity, 
try to t hink of them as your guests rather than your prisoners. Once you 
have taken them from their wild haunts they are your responsibility. They 
like a v.rarm environment, but it is a mistake to keep them in bright sun-
light for long periods. Remember the sun, shining against the glass front 
of a cage, can build up terrific heat inside. So see that part of your 
cage is in the shade. Try to keep the temperature of the cage under 80 
degrees F. Another way to treat your snakes vdth consideration is to 
forbid thoughtless persons from >vaving their hands about close to the front 
of the glass front in order to tease the snake into striking at the glass . 
Freshly caught snakes, especially water snakes and blacksnakes, will strike 
savagely when so tormented, and it doesn't take long for one to develop a 
first-rate bruise on its nose. It goes_without saying that if you intend 
to tame your snakes you ·will stand for none of this cruel treatment. 
Exercise Seventeen 
The code of manners which society has set up is based upon common 
sense and reason. There are good reasons why you should wear certain types 
of clothes to church, and ~~y you should dress differently for work or a 
formal party. Coffee isn't 11 saucered,tt and soup isn't "blovm11 in the best 
society. Nor does a polite man honk his horn for his girl to come and jump 
i nto his car. The rule against coughing in another's face was a good one 
even before we learned as much as we know now about contagious diseases. 
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The earlier rule that a man should not use profanity or vulgar language 
because a lady might be present now says that he is not supposed to use it at 
all because there may be a gentleman present. This can all be summed up 
very easily under the head of common courtesy and consideration for others. 
Politeness is kindness. It is the opposite of selfishness and cruelty. 
The kind person tries to do what the other person would like to have done. 
He wants to make the other person happy. He at least, tries to be agreeable 
and cheerful to brighten the outlook, even if it is impossible to take away 
the whole load that the other person may be carrying. 
Exercise Eighteen 
Seldom is only one person to blame when there is a disagreement in a 
family group. It is easy for you to feel that any difficulty that arises 
between you and your parents, your brother, your sister, or another rela-
tive has been caused solely by the other person's lack of understanding, 
cooperation, and tolerance. Maintaining harmony in the home is the respon-
sibility of every member of the family. No two persons are exactly alike 
in their interests, dispositions, thoughts, or attitudes, even though they 
may be members of the same family. No matter how closely knit the modern 
family is, its members may have different friends and responsibilities. 
Consequently, disagreements of a more or less serious nature are abnost 
certain to be experienced in every family. W'henever a disagreement occurs 
in your family, you should try to analyze the situation clearly, trying to 
discover not only the cause of the trouble but also the best method of 
adjusting it • 
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Exercise Nineteen 
There is a ·wide range of individual ability among the members of any 
section of the population. If an intelligence test were given to every 
person in the United States, the scores would range from the very low of 
the dullest individual to the extremely high of the brightest person. This 
spread •muld be very great. Intelligence is distributed among people all 
over the United States in about the same proportion as any measurable char-
acteristic. Tallness ranges from the height of a midget to that of a giant, 
with relatively few cases at either end and with a great majority centering 
within a narrow range. other traits, such as weight, size of feet, or 
speed in running show the same distribution all over the country, w:i. th a 
few people at the ends and the majority of cases tending to fall midway 
between these two extremes. The large group at the center of the distribu-
tion is referred to as average or normal. 
Exercise Twenty: 
A well-balanced program of work and play adds zest to life. If you 
enjoy your work, vmether it be studies, household duties, or gainful em-
ployment, you tend to 1mrk at it. In this way you use up mental and physi-
cal energy which needs to be regained through change of activity. In school 
you study English, social studies, and science in order to increase your 
knowledge in order to help you to succeed in later life. This studying 
may be considered work because you are working for a goal beyond the study-
ing itself. l ihile work is activity directed beyond the activity itself, 
play is the form of activity in which satisfaction is found in the activity 
itself. The old proverb, ltAll work and no play makes Jack a dull boy,tt is 
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very true, but we must remember that the normal healthy person must have 
a r easonable amount of work, too. It is possible to have some work which 
can be pleasant relaxation, also. If you are given a book to read for an 
English report, this assignment can be a pleasurable experience. On the 
other hand, if you enjoy making model airplanes or making your mm clothes 
and you are making a model or a dress for an exhibit, your hobby may become 
work because of the increased time vmich you are puttL~g in on it. Try to 
arrange your schedule so that you have enough t ime to get your work done 
and still leave enough opportunity to relax and enjoy yourself. 
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ANSWER SHEEr 
Main Ideas 
Teacher: Each sentence preceded by an asterisk is the main idea o£ its 
respect.i ve exercise. 
Exercise One 
1. Driving can be very easy. 
2. People are usually very nervous when beginning to drive. 
-l~3. The brain is able to store memories. 
4. The human brain is a wonderful machine. 
Exercise Two 
1. Andrew Jcl~on succeeded Abraham Lincoln as President. 
*2. The cost of the war in lives and money was tremendous. 
3. Lincoln wanted the slaves to be bought by the government. 
4. Slavery would have died out without the Civil War. 
Exercise Three 
1. ·when the air is smoky, it is hard to see the :Milky Way. 
2. No one could count all the stars in the :Milky Way. 
*3. The Milky Way is a large belt of stars extending across the sky. 
4. There is probably no life on any star in the Milky Way. 
Exercise Four 
1. In a thousand centuries the Big Dipper vvill resemble a chair with 
a slanting back. 
2. Some people think that the stars dori 't move at all. 
3. The stars of the Big Dipper move in different directions. 
*4. Stars are always in motion. 
Exercise Five 
1. Young stars are usually red in color. 
~~2. Stars change color depending on their age. 
3. OUr sun is a star which is a li~tle past middle age. 
4. The blue stars are closest to the earth. 
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Exercise Six 
1. A gull flies without moving its wings. 
-ll-2. Birds and men can ride on rising fountains of air. 
3. Pilots often launch their gliders from ocean liners. 
4. Men first learned to glide by watching birds • 
Exercise Seven 
~~1. Sailplane pilots have learned to soar on thermals. 
2. Thermals always rise at the rate of three miles an hour. 
3. The sun warms the earth. 
4. It is possible to have warm and cool areas in the same place at 
the same time. 
Exercise Eight 
1. Buzzards fly as high as four thousand feet above the earth. 
2. Glider pilots have learned that buzzards can see air currents 
invisible to man. 
*3· Glider pilots often learn about soaring weather by watchi ng the 
buzzards . 
4. No one knows how buzzards are able to find thermal winds • 
Exercise Nine 
~~1. Glider pilots sometimes ride the air currents beneath cumulus clouds. 
2. Cumulus clouds are as much as a thousand feet thick. 
3. Cumulus clouds often fill the sky on rainy days. 
4. Pilots can often sail up through a cloud and come out on top. 
Exercise Ten 
1. Sailplane pilots often go for a ride in a thundercloud. 
2. The wind moves through a thundercloud at a hundred miles an hour. 
3. Only a few skillful pilots have tried to fly their gliders into a 
thundercloud. 
*4. It is dangerous for a glider pilot to remain in a thunderhead. 
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A1-BWER. SHEEr 
l1ain Ideas 
Teacher: The main idea of each exercise is given in parentheses. 
Exercise Eleven 
(Snakes are not usually kept as pets.) 
Exercise· Twelve 
(Snakes are remarkably quiet.) 
Exercise Thirteen 
(Reptiles require little care.) 
Exercise Fourteen 
(The first consideration in keepinE, snakes is selecting a suitable 
ca e. 
Exercise Fifteen 
(Getting snakes to eat in captivity is a problem.) 
Exercise Sixteen 
(Treat your snakes with consideration.) 
Exercise Seventeen 
(Our code of manners is based upon common sense and reason.) 
Exercise Eighteen 
(Waintaining harmony in the home is everyone's responsibility.) 
Exercise Nineteen 
(There is a vrlde range of individual ability among the members of any 
section of the population.) 
Exercise Twenty 
(A well-balanced program of work and play adds zest to life.) 
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DITRODUCTION TO SECTION TI'VO - CRITICAL LISTENING 
ttin the exercises which you have completed you were expected t o lis-
ten to vmat the selections said. In the exercises which vall be read to 
you, you must not only find out what is said but also vihy it is being said. 
ltThere are many devices used to cloud the true issues in a discussion, 
and we can detect these techr~ques if we listen critically. Understanding 
everythi ng you hear is very important to comprehension, but believing 
everything you hear can be dangerous. As we listen to the radio, tele-
vision, speeches, and everyday conversa~ion, we should train ourselves to 
question actively what is being said. You can be sure that people vall 
attempt to hide facts which hurt their cause and attach undue impor tance 
to f acts which help their cause. Accurate and critical listening are both 
necessary if -vre y.Jish to be truly intelligent listeners. You have been 
trained to listen accur ately; now let's practice listening critically.n 
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SECTION TVfO - CRITICAL LISTENI NG 
Part A: Fact and Opinion 
Teacher: Introduce this section by explaining to the students the differ-
ence between fact and opinion. The students should be made a>va.re 
of the necessity of being able to distinguish between the t wo, 
and how the skillful propagandist vdll attempt to confuse the two 
so as to develop the attitude which he desires in the mind of the 
listener. Say to the pupils: 
111l1hen we listen to speeches of poll ticians, commenta-
tors, or advertisers, we may be tempted to accept certain 
statements as facts •vhen they are only opinions. The 
speaker may express his ideas in emphatic language. Never-
theless in spite of his manner, we can distinguish facts 
from opinions if we listen carefully. To be sure that we 
understand these terms, let us distinguish 'fact' from 
'opinion. 1 
A fact has actual existence, the truth of which 
can be recognized. 
An opinion is a statement which a person believes 
to be true but which may or may not be based on 
fact. 
IIListen to the statements which I am going to read 
very carefully. On your answer sheet mark 'F' if you 
think the statement is a fact. Mark 1 0 1 if you think 
the statement is an opinion. Here is the first exercise.'' 
Exercise One 
l. 
2. 
3. 
L.. 
5. 
Boston is the capital of Massachusetts. (F) 
Gardenias have a delightful odor. (0) 
EveiJrone knows that .~rica could defeat Russia in an all-out war. (0) 
In 1954 the New York Giants played the Cleveland Indians in the Vforld 
Series. (F) 
The younger generation of today is much more reliable than the younger 
generation of forty years ago. (0) 
Exercise Tvvo 
1. It is fascinating to read about the habits of ants. (0) 
2. Toni is the best home permanent. (0) 
3. The Boston Massacre occurred in 1770. (F) 
4. It is my firm belief that Lincoln was our finest President . (0) 
5. Jerome Kern is America's most famous composer. (0) 
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Exercise Three 
1. Rudyard Kipling was born in 1865. (F) 
2. Dunhill is the greatest name in American tobacco. (0) 
3. It is an accepted fact that Chevrolet is the most economical car to 
operate. ( 0) 
4. Chesterfields are the finest cigarettes in America. (0) 
5. Mark Twain wrote Tom Sa·wyer. (F) 
Exercise Four 
1. Harvard University is in the Ivy League. (F) 
2. American Indians used maple syrup. (F) 
3. A trip to New York is an exciting adventure. (0) 
4. Ted Williams is the greatest baseball player in the last t wenty 
years. (0) 
5. A trip to New York can be an exciting adventure. (F) 
Ex:ercise Five 
1. Dogs make better pets than cats. (0) 
2. The forearm of a human being contains two bones. (F) 
3. Mary Williams in the most beautiful girl in my class. (0) 
4. The baseball records prove that Ted Williams \vas the last baseball 
player to hit over .400 during a regular major league season. (F) 
5. John Hancock signed the Declaration of Independence. (F) 
Exercise Six 
l. 
2. 
3· 4. 
5. 
A trip to Mars vrould be a thrill. (0) 
Abner Doubleday invented American baseball. 
There was nothing like the "good old days.n 
~bst Italians like spaghetti. (0) 
Spring is the nicest time of the year. (0) 
(F) 
(0) 
UEach of the following exercises contains five sentences about the 
same subject. Score your answers in the same manner you did for the pre-
ceding exercises.n 
Exercise Seven 
1. Golf has increased in popularity in the past ten years. (F) 
2. Women have begun to play golf in large numbers. (F) 
3. It is an enjoyable game, although very discouraging at times. (0) 
4. It can also be very expensive. (F) 
5. Thousands of people play golf during the summer months. (F) 
ill 
Exercise Eight 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
George Washington was the first President of the United States. (F) 
He was also the greatest President the United States ever had. (0) 
1Hithout his help our country would never have become independent. (0) 
Washington served in the House of Burgesses during the colonial 
period. (F) 
His memory will live forever in the hearts of loyal Americans. (0) 
Exercise Nine 
1. If a person learns to sew well, it is possible to earn money by making 
clothes • (F) 
2. Serving is a very interesting pastime. (0) 
3. It doesn't take long to learn how to sew well. (0) 
4. I~ny people can learn to sew if they receive proper instruction. (F) 
5. Some women make beautiful clothes that they would be unable to buy 
in a store. (F) 
Exercise Ten 
1. Nothing is more enjoyable than wading in a trout stream. (0) 
2. Two of the most important qualities of a good fisherman are patience 
and sharp reflexes. (F) 
3. The vibration felt when a trout hits the lure is one of the most 
thrilling feelings in sport. (0) 
4. The trout is a fighter and will battle for his life until his energy 
is spent. (F) 
5. The rainbovr trout is the most beautiful of the fresh water fish. (0) 
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ANSWER SHEEI' 
Fact and Opinion 
Exercise One 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Two 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Three 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Four 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exer cise Five 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Six 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) Lh ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Seven 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Eight 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Nine 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Ten 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
SECTION TWO - CRITICAL LISTENING 
Part B: Relevant and Irrelevant Information 
11We are now going to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant in-
formation. First we should agree upon the definitions of the two words. 
' Relevant' means 'important to the matter at hand.' Naturally, 'irrele-
vant 1 means 'not important to the matter at hand. 1 
"Have you ever heard anyone make a statement like this, 'I think that 
1\liarcia Jones would make a good class secretary because she 1 s so pretty. 1 
The fact that Marcia Jones is pretty does not indicate that she would make 
a good class secretary; therefore, the fact that she is pretty is irrele-
vant. 
" I am going to read some sentences to you and you must decide whether 
they contain relevant or irrelevant information. If the information is 
relevant, write 'R' on your answer sheet. If the information is irrelevant, 
write 'IR' on your answer sheet. Vo~ shall discuss each sentence as soon as 
you mark your answer sheet, so be prepared to give reasons for your answers. n 
Exercise One 
1. We should all vote for Jack Bro1vn for president of our class because 
he is the best basketball player in school. (IR) 
2. The United States should help Russia as much as possible because Russia 
was our ally in World War II. (IR) 
3. Redheads should beware of too much sun because they usually burn 
easily. (R) 
4. Kents are America's finest cigarette because they are filtered. (IR) 
5. Rizz is America's leading soap because it contains ZX2DQJ. (IR) 
Exercise Two 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
The United States team will defeat the Russian team in the Olympic 
games because right always triumphs in the end. (IR) 
Jimmy Jones must be very wealthy because his father has a 
Cadillac. (IR) 
Johnny Riatto likes spaghetti because he is an Italian. (IR) 
Eskimos dress warmly in the winter because their winters are very 
severe. (R) 
I failed the test because I didn't study. (R) 
11In the next two exercises we are going to distinguish between rele-
vant and irrelevant information in a different way. Have you ever asked 
someone a question and felt uncertain whether or not the response actually 
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answered your question? The next two exercises are designed to give you 
practice in listening for an answer to a definite question. I shall first 
ask a question and then give a response. If the response doesn't answer 
the question, mark 1 L"R. ' on your answer sheet. If the response does give 
an acceptable answer, mark 'R' on your answer sheet. Here is Exercise 
'Thr ee.n 
E.xercise Three 
1. Q. 
A. 
2. Q. 
A. 
-3. Q; . 
A. 
4. Q. 
A. 
V.lliat is the present population of Chicago? 
In 1940 Chicago's population 1vas over three million and it 
has been increasing. (IR) 
Do you think that Listerine is the best toothpaste on the market? 
Its fresh, minty taste is very popular with its users. (IR) 
l'fuy are worm snakes sometimes called ''blind snakes?" 
Their eyes are covered by scales of the head preventing t he 
reptile from seeing. (R) 
Are you going to the movies this evening? 
I 1d like ver-J much to go somewhere for a few hours. (IR) 
5. Q. Tl/hy do many people prefer ranch houses today?. 
A. The present housing shortage puts good houses in high demand. 
11 • Exercise Four 
(IR) I 
,I 
,I 
il 
I 
- ,. 
I 
J 
II 
1. Q. Did you enjoy seeing the movie? 
A. Well, I've seen pictures I liked better. (LR. ) 
2 .• Q. Do you: enjoy listening to Perry Como? 
A. Yes, I think he has a very pleasant voice. (R) 
3. Q. VJhy did you leave the door open when you y;ent out? 
A. Haven't you sometimes forgotten to close the door yourself? 
4. Q . 1ifuy are Yfuiffos America's finest cigarettes? 
A. Vfuiffos' quality is guarded by a secret process. (IR) 
5. Q. How do crickets make their loud, rasping noise? 
A. This noise is made by the male cricket only. (IR) 
:l 
II 
(IR) II 
I 
''During our discussions we often hear people try to persuade us that 
yffiat they are saying is true. They offer many reasons for their views; 
some of these reasons are relevant and some are irrelevant. You must sepa- l 
rate the wheat from the chaff. I >till make a statement and then give five 
reasons to support the statement. 'Which reasons are relevant and which 1 
are irrelevant? Listen.tt 
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Exercise Five 
George Washington contributed much to the United States. 
1. George \'Tashington was born in 1732. (IR) 
2. As a young man he was honest and kind. (IR) 
3. He led the Revolutionary Army against Great Britain in the 
Revolution. (R) 
4. [ashington received a fine education. (IR) 
5. He served as the first President of the United States. (R) 
Ex:ercise Six 
We should vote for Henry Snow for state treasurer. 
1. Mr. Snow served in the Navy during vrorld War II. (IR) 
2. li~. Snow is an honor graduate of the Gillis Business School. (R) 
3. Mr. Snow's father served as state senator for t welve years. (IR) 
4. ~~. Snow is an accountant for the Bethlehem Steel Company. (R) 
5. Mrs . Snow says her husband will do his best to serve the people 
of our state. (IR) 
Exercise Seven 
Den-kleen is the best toothpaste on the market. 
1. Den-kleen ·contains Ever-brite. (IR) 
2. You can recognize Den-kleen in the bright red tube. (IR) 
3. The University of Chicago conducted tests which prove that Den-kleen j 
contains the best cleaning agent of the ten toothpastes tested . (R) 
4. June Allyson uses Den-kleen. (IR) 
5. Den-kleen has a wonderful taste. ( IR) 
Exercise Ei ght 
Eddie Fisher is one of the most popular singers of the day. 
1. 
2. 
3· 4. 
5. 
Eddie is in constant demand in theatres all over the country. (R) 
He is engaged to a movie star. (IR) 
Several of his records have sold over a million copies. (R) 
He was given his first big chance by another popular figure, Eddie 
Cantor. (IR) 
Eddie Fisher has a highly successful television show. (R) 
,, 
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Ex:ercise Nine 
The Boston Red Sox -v·Iill win the pennant this year. 
1. They have four top pitchers and s everal good prospects coming 
up. (R) 
2. Four of their regulars batted over .325 last year. (R) 
3. The fans are expecting them to win the pennant this year. (IR) 
4. The Kansas City Athletics have only a fair chance of winning a 
place in the first division this year. (IR) 
5. The baseball park has been enlarged to provide seats for seven 
thousand more fans. (IR) 
Ex:ercise Ten 
Ted Williams is important to the Red Sox chances of vdnning the American 
League pennant this year . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
He hit .406 in 1941. (IR) 
He is a very good fielder. (R) 
He has played in the major league for sixteen years . (IR) 
He is still able to hit the ball better than the average big 
league player. (R) 
Although he bats left-handed, he throws right-handed. (IR) 
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SECTION TWO - CRITICAL LISTENING 
Part C: Information Slanting For and Against 
"As we listen to commentators, politicians, and advertisers, we may 
sometimes sense that the descriptions they give us seem to be distorted or 
out of focus. The speaker is probably choosing words or phrases which make 
the person or thing seem to be better or worse than we remember it. 1~ny 
words are so wrapped up in our feelings that our emotions become aroused 
whenever we hear them. I shall illustrate what I mean. 
11 I am going to read a series of words. If you find the word pleasant, ' 
mark tp 1 on your ansvYer sheet in the section marked 'Words. 1 If you think 
the word is unpleasant, mark 1 U1 on your answer sheet. Here is the list 
of words. 11 
1. mob 6. group 
2. aroma 7. odor 
3. stubbornness 
4. resident 
8. perseverance 
9. inmate 
5. bribe 10. gift 
ttAs I repeat the words, write them beside each answer on the sheet. tt 
Teacher: Repeat each word on the list giving the pupils time to write 
the words on the answer sheet. 
11The words which are on the same line are really two ways of saying 
the same thing . A mob is a group; an aroma is an odor, and so on. There 
are slight differences in meaning but the words are synonyms. Even though 
the words have almost the same meaning, we have varied feelings when we 
hear them. Did you score the synonyms differently even though they have 
the same meaning? A skillful speaker vdll choose his words carefully to 
arouse the feelings which he desires in the minds of the listener. 
t•Let 's go on to the first exercise. If the sentence is slanted for 
the person or thing discussed, mark 1SF 1 on your answer sheet. If the 
sentence is slanted against , mark 'SA' on your answer sheet. Listen care-
fully for the words which slant the description for or against the subject. 
I shall read the statements in the first two exercises and then we shall 
go back and discuss each statement separately.'• 
Exercise One 
1. 
2. 
After Senator MacPherson wasted as much time as possible, he finally 
gave his opinion. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the Senator? (SA) 
The man's intelligent eyes moved brightly about the room. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the man? (SF) 
II 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
Vivian stubbornly refused to adm·it. her guilt. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Vivian? (SA) 
Sally's slight error went almost unnoticed. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Sally? (SF) 
Jeff Daniels, notorious owner of the night club, v~s grilled for three 
hours. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Jeff Daniels? (SA) 
Exercise Two 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
After our Congressman weighed every aspect of the important contro-
versy, he rendered his momentous decision. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the Congressman? (SF) 
Harry's shifty eyes darted suspiciously around the room. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Harry? (SA) 
Dave courageously maintained his innocence. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Dave? (SF ) 
Cynthia's blunder was quickly seen by an alert examiner . 
Is this statement slanted for or against Cynthia? (SA) 
Sal D 'Amato, well-lmm•m owner of the famous dining establishment, 
was asked his opinion of the situation. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Sal D1k\mato? (SF ) 
Teacher: You "~trill notice that the first statement in each exercise des-
cribes the same situation, but the choice of words causes the 
sentences to be slanted in opposite directions. Therefore, dis-
cuss the first statement in Exercise One and then the first state-
ment in Exercise Two. W'hen the students see how important choice 
of words is, they wilJ. train t.hemselves to detect bias in speech. 
After discussing the first statement of each exercise, continue 
with the second statement of each and so on. 
nNow we are going on to Exercise Three. We shall discuss each state-
ment separately. After you have marked your answer, be prepared to give 
the words which slant the sentence for or against the subject." 
Exercise Three 
1. The murderer will take the stand in his own defense tomorrov-r. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the defendant? (SA) 
2. The patriot army has strategically withdrawn to new positions. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the army? (SF ) 
3. The papers helped to expose a secret Democrat deal. 
Is ·t.his statement slanted for or against the Democrats? (SA ) 
4. Well-informed sources consider the Presidential policy an invitation 
to disaster. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the policy? (SA) 
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5. The governor has managed to dodge all debates on the issue. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the governor? (SA) 
Exercise Four 
1. The governor saved the killer from the sentence of the highest court 
in the state. 
I 
II 
2. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the governor's action? (SA) 11 
As was expected, those who wish to protect the welfare of the small 
fanner have enthusiastically endorsed the price-support program. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the program? (SF) 
4. 
5. 
Jolm Holmes, mild-mannered clerk in the Stone Building, spoke softly ~~ 
but firmly in defense of his views. 
Is this statement slanted for or against John Holmes? . (SF) 
Undaunted, the performer continued despite his hecklers . 
Is this statement slanted for or against the performer.? (SF) 
The pressure of large corporations has strangled all attempts at fair 
prices. 
Is this statement slanted for or against large corporations? (SA) 
Exercise Five 
1. Ralph Brovm, a Navy veteran of four years meritorious service, has 
indicated a vdllingness to continue serving his country as our state 
representative. 
(SF) 
2. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Ralph Bro,~? 
Jack's sincere attitude and honest way of speaking has made him popular , 
~~lth his classmates. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Jack? (SF) 
I feel that Representative MacDougal is a simple man, and he is getting 
4. 
5. 
simpler every day. 
Is this statement slanted for against Representative ·MacDougal? 
Teresa's mouse-colored hair hung to her shoulders. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Teresa? (SA) 
Jack's eyes burned wvith righteous indignation as he rebuffed his 
assailant~ 
Is this statement slanted for or against Jack? (SF) 
Exercise Six 
(SA ) 
1. The district attorney quickly accepted the challenge of his tormentors. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the district attorney? (SF) 
2. Phil's bloated face wvidened in a smirk of triumph. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Phil? (SA) 
3. The rebel army has been completely routed and is in full retreat. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the army? (SA) 
4. Jackson successfully evaded the prosecutor 1 s questions. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Jaclreon? (SA) 
Washburn's Program has silenced Senate critics. 
Is this statement slanted for or against ~ashburn? (SF) 
' 
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Exercise Seven 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
The Urbanian dictator immediately suppressed the revolt. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the dictator? (SA) 
The governor extended mercy to the condemned man. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the governor? (SF) 
Many inferior products attempt to copy "Redoes-it" with cheap 
ingredients • 
Is this statement slanted for or against ttRedoes-it?" (SF) 
The Republican party stands for democracy and the American ·way of life. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the Republican party. (SF ) 
The Yankees surged into the league lead by defeating the Red Sox 11 
t·wice yesterday. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the Yankees'? (SF ) 
Exercise Eight 
1. Sinister elements of society are seeking to ruin the fair name of our 
mayor. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the mayor? (SF) 
2. As Tom snarled his accusation, every man in the room rose in 
indignation. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Tom? (SA) 
3. Dick stood by his guns in the face of fanatical opposition. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Dick? (SF) 
4. The proposed new highway will increase safety and prevent our young-
sters fron1 being maimed and slaughtered. 
Is this statement for or against the proposed highway? (SF ) 
5. The taunts and jeers of the rabble failed to sway Jack. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Jack? (SF) 
Exercise Nine 
1. Frank was a lion on offense and a tower of strength on defense. 
Is this statement slanted for or against Frank? (SF) 
2. The proposed new highway will cause the destruction of picturesque 
Pleasant Park and the demolition of some of our community's finest 
buildings. 
Is this statement for or against the proposed new highway? (SA) 
3. The sergeant's beetle brows twitched as his harsh voice rasped for 
attention. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the sergeant? (SA) 
4. The Tigers tied Cleveland last night in a game m1ich was called at 
the end of eleven innings. 
·would the preceding statement be slanted for or against the 
Tigers? (SF) 
5. The old maid marched grimly through the group of smiling spectators. 
Is this statement slanted for or against the old maid? (SA) 
'I 
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Exercise Ten ,, 
1. It really wouldn't be fair to say that Jim lied about the affair, 
because we don't have absolute proof. Let's just say that he stretched ~ 
the truth. 
Is this selection slanted for or against Jim7 (SA) 
2. There are many things to consider vmen choosing a political party . 
Some nelir voters are going over to the Tory side. Many ·wise citizens 
are becoming members of the V'ihig party. 
Is this selection slanted for or against the Y.lliig party? (SF) 
3. Despite political opposition to his program, the President resolutely 
restates his belief in foreign aid. He feels sure that the loyal 
citizens of this great country will support his policy completely. 
Is this selection slanted for or against the President's program? (SF) 
h. There has been much controversy about the economic policy of the 
United States. Many people approve of American aid to Europeans, but 
others consider this ttgive-away" program too expensive for our tax-
payers . 
Is this selection slanted f or or against the program? (SA ) 
5. The issues have been discussed publicly and the decision is up to the 
voters. Will they vote f or the Republicans or will they continue to 
place their faith in the good judgment of the Democrats? 
Is this selection slanted for or against the Republicans? (SA) 
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lo Information Slanting For or Against 
I Words 
1. ( ) 6. ( ) 
I 2. ( ) 7. ( ) 
3. ( ) 8. ( ) 
Lf. ( ) 9. ( ) 
5. ( ) 10. ( ) 
I Exercise One 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Two 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Three 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Four 
1 . ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Five 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exerci se Six 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Seven 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
I' 
12.5 
Exercise Ei ght 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) .5. ( 
Exer cise Nine 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) l..1. ( ) .5. ( ) 
Exercise Ten 
l. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) .5. ( ) 
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SECTION TWO - CRITICAL LISTID~ING 
Part D: Safe and Unsafe Generalizations and Assumptions 
"Now we come to the final exercises designed to improve your ability 
to listen cr itically. The first half of the exercises vdll give you prac-
tice in distinguishing betvreen safe and unsafe generalizations; the last 
half ·will give you practice in distinguishing bet. ween safe and unsafe 
as sumptions. 
11Right now let 1 s talk about safe and unsafe generalizations . The 
definit ion we shall use is, 'A safe generalization is a statement which can 
be applied to many different situations.' 
Uif we noticed that all fire engines in our fire department are r ed 
and we saw pictures of only red fire engines in magazines, we mi ght say 
that almost all f i re engines are red. Of course, we haven't seen every 
fire engine that exists but we can make a generalization about those ~nich 
we have seen. e should say 'almost' because this would allow f or some 
exceptions and still make our generali zation a safe one. 
" On the other hand, if we saw a group of young boys and girls shout-
ing and talking loudly on a streetcar, we could not say that all yocmg 
people are loud and boisterous. Our generalization would be unsafe because 
we would be making a statement about all adolescents on the strength of 
seeing a few. Remember that i f a statement makes a generalization, it must 
have enough proof behind i t to show that it is a safe generalization. 
"I am going to read the first exercise to you. If you feel that the 
sentence is a safe generalization, mark 1SG 1 on your answer sheet. If you 
feel that the sentence is an unsafe generalization, mark 1UG1 on your 
answer sheet. Vfe shall discuss each sentence as soon as you mark your 
answer on the sheet, so be prepared to give reasons for your answers. n 
Exercise One 
l. For years I suffered from frequent colds . Last fall I took your 
Killgerms tablets and didn't have a cold all winter. Killgerms prevent 11 
colds. (UG) 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Arizona has a favorable climate for those who suffer from asthma. (SG) II 
This book is boring. I read the f irst six pages and they were very 
dull. (UG) 
Three of my friends who have Gold-point pens say they are an excellent 
value f or the money. In addition, a consumers' magazine labeled the 
Gold-point a best buy. Since I need a good pen at a fair price, I 
shall buy a Gold-point. (SG) 
The Germans started the f irst t wo World Wars. 
themselves, they ·will start another Viorld V1ar. 
If vre allow them to rule 1 
(UG) 
II 
. !! 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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Exercise Two 
1. :Mr. X, a naturalized citizen who was elected mayor of our city, was 
t: found guilty of accepting bribes. All naturalized citizens are un-
'trustworthy and should be barred from public office. (UG) 
2. People with high foreheads are usually very intelligent. (UG) 
3. All birds have feathers. (SG) 
h. People who have little money are usually more honest than people "'lvho 
are wealthy. (UG) 
5. Jlfter I had my appendix removed, I took three bottles of Nu-life and 
in one month I gained five pounds. Nu-life certainly helps one to 
put on weight. (UG) 
Exercise Three 
1. Last February, Fred made the hockey team. By June, Fred had lost 
five pounds. Playing sports causes one to lose weight. (UG) 
2. If you spend a summer in Florida, you may expect a great deal of hot 
weather. (SG) 
3. Most carnival operators are dishonest. (UG) 
h. Although Jack played well, he dropped a pass in the end zone. It was 
his fault that we lost the game. (UG) 
5. I know Negroes are lazy because my Negro gardener does as little work 
as possible. (UG) 
Exercise Four 
1. I know three people vdth red hair who fly into rages for the slightest 
reason. All redheads have violent tempers. (UG) 
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2 • Tests of ability and aptitude given by colleges, industry, and the 
armed forces usually stress vocabulary a great deal. A young person i' 
who wants to get ahead would do well to increase his vocabulary. (SG) 
Most Swedes are good carpenters. (UG) 1 3. h. 
5. 
Fat people are usually jolly. (UG) 
Jane Winters and her sister Sally, two snobbish girls, are members of 
the Work and Chat Club. All members of the Work and Chat Club must 
be snobs. (UG) 
Exercise Five 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
This morning as I vms combing my hair, I dropped ~J mirror and broke 
it. In my first period I failed a science test. Breaking a mirror 
is certainly bad luck. (UG) 
Dr. Ross and Professor Grassi quarreled bitterly over who had contri-
buted more to the prevention of malaria. All scientists are eager for 
f'ame. (UG) I 
I found Japanese beetles on the roses, the apple trees, and the grape I 
leaves. These beetles attack any plant with equal relish. (UG) 
'£he runner vii th number 13 on his chest came in first. Contrary to 
public belief the number 13 is lucky. (UG) 
5. All human beings who were born before the nineteenth century have 
died. · All people should expect to die. (SG) 
ttNow we are going to discuss sai'e and unsafe assumptions. As a defi-
nition we shall consider an assumption as 'an act of taking for granted.' 
:Many times we take something for granted because of appearances. For 
example, if you saw one of your friends in July vvith an unusually red face, 
you 1night assume that he had a sunburn. This is a safe assumption because ' 
most .probably the sun caused his face to redden. 
Exercise Six 
1. I saw a pictUre of Lionel Lamont, the movie star, holding a tube of 
Den-kleen toothpaste. He had a smile on his face so he must enjoy 
using Den-kleen. (UA) 
2. I probably passed the true-false test. Teacher checked eight of the 
ten answers after the test was over, and I got all eight answers 
correct. (SA) 
3. Pink Vel vet lipstick must be wonderful. Cynthia Sewell, the movie 
I 
I 
I 
I 
star, says in this advertisement that she uses it all the time. (UA) 1 
4. Dr. Reginald Haversham is a fine surgeon. He must have been educated 
in runerican schools. (UA) 
5. There are no curtains in the Smith's house. They must have moved 
away. (UA) 
Exercise Seven I 
I lo 
2. 
There are two sides to every question--my side and the vvrong side. 
This morning I saw six uprooted trees lying across the road. They 
must have been blo~n over by yesterday's hurricane. (SA) 
I 
(UA) I 
I 
Gloria Glamor, the beautiful movie star, uses Heaven-glo. Don't you 
think you should use Heaven-glo, too? (UA) 
I just saw three fire engines racing dov~m the street. There must be 
a fire .somevihere. (SA ) 
The new boy in school wears glasses. He must be a book worm. (UA) 
I 
I 
Exercise Eight 
1. Some of the hairdos of the nineteenth century are coming back in style. 
Probably we 1ll soon be wearing suits and dresses like those of a 
hundred years ago. (UA) 
I 
,, 
I 
2. I 1m not surprised that John is very spoiled. He is an only child, 
you know. (UA) 
3. Jack and Jim spend every spare minute working on their model airplanes . I 
Making model airplanes must interest them a great deal. (SA) 
L.. Mr. Wilcox refused to buy a magazine from me. Evidently he doesn't 
like to read. (UA) 
5. Jimmy has had three dates vdth Jane in the last month. They must be 
"going steady.n (UA) 
Exercise Nine 
1. I spent an hour on my English assignment. Barbara spent only a half 
hour on hers and received a higher grade. It doesn't pay to 
study. (UA) 
2. J.IJr. and Mrs. MacLean don't have a dog or a cat. I guess they don't 
like animals. (UA) 
3. The people of Bali must live a contented life. They don't have traffic! 
signals, air raids, or television to disturb them. (UA) 
4. Tom receives good grades in English. He would make a wonderful 
writer. (UA) 
5. In the past two hours dark clouds have covered the sky. It is 
probably going to rain. (SA) 
Exercise Ten 
1. 
2. 
3. 
~ .. 
5. 
Arthur Perkins, a Negro, graduated first in his class. He must have 
some vmite blood in him. (UA) 
The man with shabby clothes was not admitted to the restaurant because 
tramps are not welcome there. (UA) 
There are more colleges and universities in and near Boston than any 
other city in the United States. Bostonians must be very well edu-
cated. (UA) 
Statistics show that more accidents occur in the home than anywhere 
else. We should be Unusually cautious ·when we are at home. (SA) 
Four carpenters today can build a house in four weeks, but some of 
the older houses in tovm required several months to build. Carpenters ' 
work better now than they once did. (UA) 
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Safe and Unsafe Generalizations 
Exercise One 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Two 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exer cise Three 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Four 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
I Exer cise Five 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Safe and Unsafe Assumptions 
Exercise Six 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Seven 
1 . ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exer cise Ei~ht 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) h. ( ) 5. ( ) 
Exercise Nine 
1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( ) 5. ( ) 
I Exercise Ten I 
j; 1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) l~ . ( ) 5. ( ) 
I 
I 
CHA.PrER IV 
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
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CHAPI'Etl IV 
SUMVJARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
This Yfurkbook has been developed to provide exercises to improve four I 
aspects of accurate listening and four aspects of critical listening . 1~ny l 
of tne exercises are original, while others are adapted from textbooks, 
magazines and other similar sources. 
These exercises should be supplemented with material prepared by the 
teacher so that the exercises will remain fresh and new. The everyday 
situations in the classroom will offer much material for accurate listen-
ing. The unguarded statements of the pupils V'Jill offer many examples of 
unsafe generalizations or assumptions and irrelevant information. If this 
material is to be effective, the knowledge gained must be applied to the 
pupils' daily lives. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
1. Use the materials in the classroom to test their validity. 
2. Increase the number and variety of exercises to provide greater 
practice for pupils. 
3. Use these materials at various levels to test their difficulty 
and effectiveness. 
II 
I 
4. Develop accurate listening exercises from social studies material I 
exclusively. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Design a formal test to determine the listening ability of junior 
high school students. 
PrGlvide materials to i mprove ability to listen appreciatively. 
Develop critical listening exercises from actual advertisements 
and political speeches. 
.I 
I 
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